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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In dieser Arbeit wird (modale) Dependence-Logik untersucht. Diese wur-
de 2007 von Jouko Va¨a¨na¨nen eingefu¨hrt und ist eine Erweiterung der Lo-
gik erster Stufe (bzw. der Modallogik) um den Dependence-Operator pq.
Fu¨r Variablen erster Stufe (bzw. propositionale Variablen) x1, . . . , xn bedeutet
px1, . . . , xn1, xnq, dass der Wert von xn durch die Werte von x1, . . . , xn1
bestimmt wird.
Wir betrachten Fragmente modaler Dependence-Logik, die durch Beschra¨n-
ken der Menge erlaubter modaler und aussagenlogischer Operatoren definiert
sind. Wir klassifizieren diese Fragmente in Bezug auf die Komplexita¨t ihres
Erfu¨llbarkeits- und Model-Checking-Problems. Fu¨r Erfu¨llbarkeit erhalten wir
Komplexita¨tsgrade von P u¨ber NP, ΣP2 und PSPACE bis hin zu NEXP, wa¨hrend
wir die Fragmente fu¨r Model-Checking nur in Bezug auf ihre Praktikabilita¨t
klassifizieren, d.h. wir zeigen entweder NP-Vollsta¨ndigkeit oder Enthaltensein
in P.
Anschließend untersuchen wir die Erweiterung modaler Dependence-Logik
um die sogenannte intuitionistische Implikation. Fu¨r diese Erweiterung klas-
sifizieren wir wiederum die Fragmente in Bezug auf die Komplexita¨t ihres
Model-Checking-Problems. Hierbei erhalten wir Komplexita¨tsgrade von P
u¨ber NP und coNP bis hin zu PSPACE.
Zuletzt analysieren wir noch erststufige Dependence-Logik, Independence-
friendly-Logik und deren Zwei-Variablen-Fragmente. Wir beweisen, dass das
Erfu¨llbarkeitsproblem fu¨r Zwei-Variablen-Dependence-Logik NEXP-vollsta¨n-
dig ist, wa¨hrend es fu¨r Zwei-Variablen-Independence-friendly-Logik unent-
scheidbar ist; und benutzen dieses Resultat, um zu beweisen, dass letztere
Logik zudem ausdruckssta¨rker als die vorherige ist.
Schlagworte: Dependence-Logik, Komplexita¨t, Modallogik, Erfu¨llbarkeit,
Model-Checking, Zwei-Variablen-Logik, Independence-friendly-Logik, In-
tuitionistische Logik

ABSTRACT
In this thesis (modal) dependence logic is investigated. It was introduced
in 2007 by Jouko Va¨a¨na¨nen as an extension of first-order (resp. modal) logic
by the dependence operator pq. For first-order (resp. propositional) vari-
ables x1, . . . , xn, px1, . . . , xn1, xnq intuitively states that the value of xn is
determined by those of x1, . . . , xn1.
We consider fragments of modal dependence logic obtained by restricting
the set of allowed modal and propositional connectives. We classify these
fragments with respect to the complexity of their satisfiability and model-
checking problems. For satisfiability we obtain complexity degrees from P
over NP, ΣP2 and PSPACE up to NEXP, while for model-checking we only
classify the fragments with respect to their tractability, i. e. we either show
NP-completeness or containment in P.
We then study the extension of modal dependence logic by intuitionistic
implication. For this extension we again classify the complexity of the model-
checking problem for its fragments. Here we obtain complexity degrees from
P over NP and coNP up to PSPACE.
Finally, we analyze first-order dependence logic, independence-friendly
logic and their two-variable fragments. We prove that satisfiability for two-
variable dependence logic is NEXP-complete, whereas for two-variable inde-
pendence-friendly logic it is undecidable; and use this to prove that the latter
is also more expressive than the former.
Keywords: dependence logic, computational complexity, modal logic, expres-
sivity, satisfiability, model checking, two-variable logic, independence-friendly
logic, intuitionistic logic
ACM Subject Classifiers: F.2.2 Complexity of proof procedures; F.4.1 Modal
logic, Computability theory, Model theory; F.1.3 Reducibility and complete-
ness; D.2.4 Model checking
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 WHY DO WE NEED DEPENDENCE?
One of the purposes of formal logic is to aid in the translation of facts from
natural language into mathematical language. Consider, for example, the
following sentence:
“There are evil hackers.”
This could be translated to the first-order formula
Dx
 
evilpxq ^ hackerpxq

.
Now one could make the claim
“Every hacker named Eve or Mallory is evil.”
And again we can translate to first-order logic:
@x
 
hackerpxq ^
 
Evepxq _Mallorypxq

Ñ evilpxq
	
A more general claim of this sort is the following:
“The degree of evilness of someone is determined by his/her name.” (1.1)
But now we have a problem when translating to first-order logic since the
concept of some arbitrary dependence or determination is not expressible in
common first-order logic. We can state a fully specified dependence as above
where we know that hacker together with Eve or Mallory implies evil. But when
we only know that there is a dependence between variables or terms but do
not know its details, i. e. in this case which names belong to which grades of
evilness, then first-order logic is not expressive enough.
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In first-order logic, dependence between variables is determined by the
order in which the variables are quantified – and therefore is always linear.
For example, when using game theoretic semantics to evaluate the formula
@x0Dx1@x2Dx3 φ,
the choice for x1 depends on the value of x0 and the choice for x3 depends on
the value of both universally quantified variables x0 and x2. What we need is
the possibility to express non-linear dependencies between variables – which
cannot be expressed in first-order logic (FO).
The first step in this direction was taken by Henkin [Hen61] with his
partially-ordered quantifiers 
@x0 Dx1
@x2 Dx3


φ, (1.2)
where x1 depends only on x0 and x3 depends only on x2.
The second step was taken by Hintikka and Sandu [HS89, Hin96] who
introduced independence-friendly logic (IF ) which extends FO in terms of
slashed quantifiers. For example, in
@x0Dx1@x2Dx3{@x0 φ
the quantifier Dx3{@x0 means that x3 is independent of x0 in the sense that a
choice for the value of x3 should not depend on what the value of x0 is. The
semantics of IF was first formulated in game theoretic terms and therefore
IF can be regarded as a game theoretically motivated generalization of FO.
Whereas the semantic game of FO is a game of perfect information, the game
of IF is a game of imperfect information. Later, the team semantics of IF ,
also used in this thesis, was introduced by Hodges [Hod97a, Hod97b].
Dependence logic (D), introduced by Va¨a¨na¨nen [Va¨a¨07], is inspired by IF -
logic, but here the dependencies between variables are written in terms of
atomic dependence formulas. For example, the partially-ordered quantifier
(1.2) can be expressed in dependence logic as
@x0Dx1@x2Dx3 ppx2, x3q ^ φq.
The atomic formula px2, x3q has the explicit meaning that x3 is completely
determined by x2 and nothing else. For x1 on the other hand we do not need
a dependence atom since it is quantified before x2 and therefore automatically
completely determined by x0 alone. In general, functional dependence of
the value of a term tn from the values of the terms t1, . . . , tn1, denoted
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by pt1, . . . , tn1, tnq, states that there is a function, say f , such that tn 
f pt1, . . . , tn1q holds, i. e. the value of tn is completely determined by those of
t1, . . . , tn1.
First-order logic with partially-ordered quantifiers, independence-friendly
logic and dependence logic are all conservative extensions of first-order logic,
i. e. they agree with FO on sentences which syntactically are FO-sentences,
and are expressively equivalent to existential second-order logic (ESO) [End70,
Wal70, Hod97b, Va¨a¨07].
Hence, reconsidering our hacker example (1.1), we can formalize it in any
of the above extensions of first-order logic. In dependence logic we can write
it as
@xDyDz
 
y  evilnesspxq ^ z  namepxq ^pz, yq

,
in IF as
@xDzDy{@x
 
y  evilnesspxq ^ z  namepxq

and with a partially-ordered quantifier as
@x Dy Dz
@x1 Dy1 Dz1

  
y  evilnesspxq ^ z  namepxq
^ y1  evilnesspx1q ^ z1  namepx1q
^ z  z1 Ñ y  y1

.
Note that although the statement can be expressed in all three logics its
formulation is not equally intuitive in each one of them. With partially-
ordered quantifiers we have to introduce additional variables (which are later
identified with one another) and in IF we have to arrange the quantifiers in
a specific order whereas in D we do not have any of such restrictions.
1.2 THE NATURE OF DEPENDENCE
Of course, dependence does not manifest itself in a single world, play, event or
observation. Important for a dependence to make sense is a collection of such
worlds, plays, events or observations. These collections are called teams. They
are the basic objects in the definition of the semantics of dependence logic.
A team can be a set of rounds in a game. Then px1, . . . , xn1, xnq intuitively
states that in each round move xn is determined by moves x1, . . . , xn1. A
team can be a database. Then px1, . . . , xn1, xnq intuitively states that in
each line the value of attribute xn is determined by the values of attributes
x1, . . . , xn1, i. e. xn is functionally determined by x1, . . . , xn1.
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More formally, in first-order logic a team X is a set of assignments and
px1, . . . , xn1, xnq states that in each assignment the value of xn is determined
by the values of x1, . . . , xn1, i. e. there is a function f : An1 Ñ A (where A
is the universe of a first-order structure) such that for all s P X it holds that
spxnq  f pspx1q, . . . , spxn1qq. Dependence logic (D) is defined by simply
adding these dependence atoms to usual first-order logic [Va¨a¨07] and is a
conservative extension of the latter.
In modal logic a team is a set of worlds in a Kripke structure and pp1, . . . ,
pn1, pnq states that in each of these worlds the value of the propositional
variable pn is determined by the values of p1, . . . , pn1, i. e. there is a Boolean
function f : tJ,Kun1 Ñ tJ,Ku that determines the value of pn from the
values of p1, . . . , pn1 for all worlds in the team. Modal dependence logic
(MDL) is the conservative extension of modal logic defined by introducing
dependence atoms to modal logic [Va¨a¨08].
1.3 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this thesis we will investigate fragments of first-order as well as modal
dependence logic from a computational point of view, i. e. we will determine
the difficulty of computational problems involving logical formulas. Naturally,
the question that arises is: What, precisely, do we mean by difficulty? To answer
this question we use methods from the field of computational complexity
which will be introduced in the following.
When designing an algorithm to solve a problem, it is, of course, important
whether your algorithm needs to run a minute or a year to solve the problem.
If you have only one problem to solve you can simply specify the ressources
needed by the algorithm by noting its runtime and the memory space it uses.
But now imagine that you are designing an algorithm to solve a type of
problems, e. g. an algorithm to compute the fastest car route from city A to city
B. Now the time and space needed by the algorithm depend on the distance
between the two cities, the number of citites in between them and many other
things.
One way to specify the time and space of a generic algorithm is to express
the worst-case runtime and memory space needed by the algorithm as a
function of the size of the given problem. Here, size can, for example, mean the
number of nodes in a graph, the number of rows in a database or the number
of streets on a map that includes both city A and city B. The computational
complexity of a problem type can then be specified by finding an optimal
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algorithm to solve it and examining the algorithm’s worst-case time and space
needs as a function of the input size.
The probably most important complexity class definable in this way is the
class P of all problems for which there is an algorithm solving them whose
runtime is bounded by a polynomial in the input size. Another important
class is EXP which is defined analogous to P but instead of a polynomial
function there only has to be an exponential function for the runtime bound.
For these two classes (as for many other pairs of classes) there is a funda-
mental difference between the complexity of a problem A in class P and a
problem B in class EXP. Assume, for example, that for a given input size the
optimal algorithms for both problems can compute a solution in one minute.
Now, if we increase the input size by one unit, the algorithms for the problems
will, for example, both take two minutes. But if we further increase the input
size by one more unit then problem A will typically be solved in three minutes
while problem B will take four minutes. And by each further incrementation
of the input size, problem A will take one more minute while the time needed
to solve problem B will double. So the latter has a fundamentally worse
asymptotic runtime than the former.
This example demonstrates that a single complexity class typically covers a
wide range of concrete runtime or space usage functions and that the differ-
ences between two classes are usually of a fundamental nature which cannot
be eliminated by simply using faster computers or optimized algorithms.
1.4 MODAL DEPENDENCE LOGIC
Va¨a¨na¨nen [Va¨a¨08] introduced both an inductive semantics and an equivalent
game-theoretic semantics for modal dependence logic. Sevenster [Sev09]
proved that on singleton teams, i. e. teams which contain only one world,
there is a translation from MDL to usual modal logic while on arbitrary
teams there is no such translation. Sevenster also initiated the complexity-
theoretic study of modal dependence logic by proving that the satisfiability
problem ofMDL is complete for the class NEXP of all problems decidable by
a nondeterministic Turing machine in exponential time.
In this thesis, we continue the work of Sevenster by presenting a more
thorough study on complexity questions related toMDL. We will system-
atically investigate fragments ofMDL by restricting the propositional and
modal operators allowed in the language. This method of classifying the com-
plexity of logic related problems goes back to Lewis who used this method
for the satisfiability problem of propositional logic [Lew79]. Recently it was,
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for example, used by Hemaspaandra et al. for the satisfiability problem of
modal logic [Hem05, HSS10] and by Meier et al. for the satisfiability problem
of temporal logic [MMTV09]. The motivation for this approach is that by a
systematic study of all fragments of a logic one might find a fragment with
efficient algorithms but still high enough expressivity to be useful in practice.
On the other hand, this systematic approach usually leads to insights into
the sources of hardness, i. e. the exact components of the logic that make
satisfiability, model checking, etc. hard.
We follow the same approach here. We consider all subsets of modal
operators l,♦ and propositional operators ^, _,  (atomic negation), J,K
(the Boolean constants true and false), i. e. we study exactly those operators
considered by Va¨a¨na¨nen [Va¨a¨08], and each time examine the satisfiability
problem and the model checking problem of MDL restricted to formulas
built only by operators from the chosen subset. Here, by satisfiability we mean
the problem where a formula is given and the task is to decide whether there
is a Kripke structure satisfying the formula. By model checking we mean the
problem where a formula, a Kripke structure and a team are given and the task
is to decide whether the Kripke structure and the team satisfy the formula.
We also extend the logical language of [Va¨a¨08] by adding classical disjunc-
tion (denoted here by >) besides the usual dependence disjunction. Con-
nective > was already considered by Sevenster (he denoted it by ), but not
from a computational point of view. Furthermore it seems natural to not only
restrict modal and propositional operators but to also impose restrictions on
the dependence atoms. We consider one such restriction, where we limit the
arity of the dependence atoms, i. e. the number n of variables p1, . . . , pn by
which q has to be determined to satisfy the formula pp1, . . . , pn, qq, to a fixed
upper bound k ¥ 0 (the logic is then denoted byMDLk ).
We include both, the classical disjunction and the arity restricted depen-
dence atoms, into the set of operators which we systematically restrict. Then
we analyze the complexity of the satisfiability problem and the model check-
ing problem of MDL and MDLk for all subsets of operators studied by
Va¨a¨na¨nen and Sevenster.
1.5 INTUITIONISTIC DEPENDENCE LOGIC
In classical logic (modal as well as first-order and propositional) there is a
well-defined canonical notion of implication which is defined by interpreting
φÑ ψ as a shortcut for  φ_ ψ. In dependence logic, however, there is no
such canonical notion. The reason for this is that  φ is not well-defined for an
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arbitrary formula φ since negation is only atomic in dependence logic. It is, of
course, possible to define arbitrary negation  φ to mean the dual formula φd
obtained from  φ by pushing the negation down to the atomic level by use of
de Morgan’s law.
However, when using this syntactically-defined non-atomic negation the
obtained notion of implication misses some of the usually desired properties.
For example, it is possible that in a team neither φ nor ψ holds but neither
does the formula  φ_ ψ. Therefore Abramsky and Va¨a¨na¨nen [AV09] have
investigated two other notions of implication, namely linear implication( and
intuitionistic implication Ñ. The latter satisfies axioms of intuitionistic logic
and is defined by φÑ ψ being satisfied in a team iff in all subteams where φ is
satisfied it also holds that ψ is satisfied.
Yang [Yan11] proved that first-order dependence logic extended by intu-
itionistic implication has the same expressive power as full second-order logic
on the level of sentences. Additionally, this still holds for the fragment called
intuitionistic dependence logic (IDL) which only uses quantifiers, ^, >,  ,Ñ
and dependence atoms, i. e. it misses _.
In this thesis we consider modal dependence logic extended with intuitionis-
tic implication, called modal intuitionistic dependence logic (MIDL). We follow
the same approach as forMDL and investigate the computational complexity
of the model checking problem of fragments ofMIDL obtained by using
only subsets of the operators. Amongst others we discuss a natural variant
of first-order IDL, namely propositional intuitionistic dependence logic (PIDL)
which in our setting can be identified withMIDL without modalities and
without disjunction _.
1.6 TWO-VARIABLE LOGIC
The satisfiability problem of first-order logicFOwas shown to be undecidable
in [Chu36, Tur36] and, ever since, logicians have been searching for decidable
fragments of FO. Henkin [Hen67] was the first to consider the logics FOk,
i. e. the fragments of first-order logic with only k variables. The fragments
FOk for k ¥ 3 were easily seen to be undecidable but the case for k  2
remained open. Earlier, Scott [Sco62] had shown that FO2 without equality
is decidable and then Mortimer [Mor75] extended the result to FO2 with
equality and showed that every satisfiable FO2 formula has a model whose
size is at most doubly exponential in the length of the formula. His result
established that the satisfiability and finite satisfiability problems of FO2 are
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contained in NEEXP. Finally, Gra¨del, Kolaitis and Vardi [GKV97] improved
the result of Mortimer by establishing that every satisfiable FO2 formula has
a model of exponential size. Furthermore, they showed that the satisfiability
problem of FO2 is NEXP-complete.
Since then, the decidability of the satisfiability problem of various extensions
of FO2 has been studied (e. g. [GOR97b, GO99, EVW02, KO05]). One such
extension, FOC2, is acquired by extending FO2 with counting quantifiers
D¥k. The meaning of a formula of the form D¥kx φpxq is that φpxq is satisfied by
at least k distinct elements. The satisfiability problem of the logic FOC2 was
shown to be decidable by Gra¨del et al. [GOR97a] and shown to be in NEEXP
by Pacholski et al. [PST97]. Finally, Pratt-Hartmann [PH05] established that
the problem is NEXP-complete.
In this thesis we study the decidability and complexity of the satisfiability
problems for the two-variable fragments of independence-friendly logic and
dependence logic. For this purpose we will use the result of Pratt-Hartmann to
determine the complexity of satisfiability for two-variable dependence logic.
1.7 RESULTS
In Section 4.1 we completely classify the complexity of the satisfiability prob-
lem of all fragments ofMDL defined by taking only some of the operators
and constants l, ♦, ^, _, >,  , J, K and pq.
One of our main and technically most involved contributions addresses
a fragment that has been called Poor Man’s Logic in the literature on modal
logic [Hem01], i. e. the language without disjunction _. We show that for un-
bounded arity dependence logic we still have full complexity (Theorem 4.5),
i. e. we show that Poor Man’s Dependence Logic is NEXP-complete. If we also
forbid negation then the complexity drops down to ΣP2 p NP
NPq, i. e. Mono-
tone Poor Man’s Dependence Logic is ΣP2 -complete (Theorem 4.4, but note
that we need > here). And if we, instead of forbidding negation, restrict the
logic to only contain dependence atoms of arity less or equal k for a fixed
k ¥ 3 then the complexity drops to ΣP3 p NP
ΣP2 q, i. e. bounded arity Poor
Man’s Dependence Logic is ΣP3 -complete (Corollary 4.10b).
All of our complexity results are summarized in Table 4.1 for dependence
atoms of unbounded arity and in Table 4.2 for dependence atoms whose arity
is bounded by a fixed k ¥ 3.
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In Section 4.2 we classify the complexity of the model checking problem of
fragments ofMDL with unbounded as well as bounded arity dependence
atoms. For plain modal logic this problem is solvable in P as shown by
Clarke et al. [CES86]. A detailed complexity classification for the model
checking problem over fragments of modal logic was given by Beyersdorff et
al. [BMM 11] (who investigate the temporal logic CTL which contains plain
modal logic as a special case).
In the case of MDL it turns out that model checking is NP-complete in
general and that this still holds for several seemingly quite weak fragments
ofMDL, e. g. the one without modalities or the one where nothing except
dependence atoms and ♦ is allowed. Interestingly, this also holds for the case
where only both disjunctions _ and > are allowed and not even dependence
atoms occur.
We are able to determine the tractability of each fragment except the one
where formulas are built from atomic propositions and unbounded depen-
dence atoms only by dependence disjunction and negation. In each of the
other cases we either show NP-completeness or show that the model checking
problem admits an efficient (deterministic polynomial time) solution.
For the restriction to bounded arity dependence atoms, model checking
remains NP-complete in general but for the fragment with only the ♦ operator
allowed this does not hold any more. In this case either ^ or _ is needed to
still get NP-hardness.
In Table 4.3 we list all of our complexity results for the cases with un-
bounded arity dependence atoms and in Table 4.4 for the cases with bounded
arity.
In Chapter 5 we extend our classification from Section 4.2 to include intu-
itionistic implication into the set of operators, i. e. we study the complexity of
model checking forMIDL and its fragments. We prove that model check-
ing forMIDL in general is PSPACE-complete but for theMIDL fragment
where formulas are not allowed to contain ♦ or _ the problem turns out to be
coNP-complete. In particular, model checking for PIDL is coNP-complete.
Our detailed results are listed in Table 5.1.
In Chapter 6 we examine the expressiveness, satisfiability and finite satisfi-
ability for bounded-variable IF -logic and dependence logic. We show that
there is an effective translation from D2 to IF 2 (Lemma 6.1) and from IF 2 to
D3 (Lemma 6.2). We also show that IF 2 is strictly more expressive than D2
(Proposition 6.5). This result is a by-product of our proof that the satisfiability
problem of IF 2 is undecidable (Theorem 6.19 shows Π01-completeness). The
proof can be adapted to the context of finite satisfiability, i. e. the problem of
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determining for a given formula φ whether there is a finite structure A such
that A |ù φ holds (Theorem 6.23 shows Σ01-completeness). The undecidability
proofs are based on tiling arguments. Finally, we study the decidability of the
satisfiability and finite satisfiability problems of D2. For this purpose we re-
duce the problems to the (finite) satisfiability problem ofFOC2 (Theorem 6.24)
and thereby show that they are NEXP-complete (Theorem 6.25).
1.8 PUBLICATIONS
Section 4.1 is based on [LV10] – although Section 4.1.3 about the bounded
arity cases is new. Section 4.2 is based on [EL12] – while the investigation
of the > operator is new (Section 4.2.3 and new version of Theorem 4.24).
Chapter 5 contains unpublished work with Fan Yang and Johannes Ebbing.
Finally, Chapter 6 is based on [KKLV11] – while Theorem 6.11 and the proofs
in Section 6.2.1 are new.
CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARIES
2.1 PREDICATE LOGIC
We assume familiarity with the basic notions of first- and second-order logic
and thus will not explain what a vocabulary or a structure is. The interested
reader may refer to any introductory logic textbook, e. g. [EFT94]. We will,
however, restate the semantics of first-order logic in terms of team semantics
since this will be used in the next chapter to define the semantics of (first-order)
dependence logic.
First, let us quickly recall the syntax of first-order logic.
Definition 2.1 (Syntax of first-order logic). Let τ be a first-order vocabulary,
t1, . . . , tn arbitrary τ-terms, R an arbitrary relation symbol in τ (of arity n) and
x an arbitrary first-order variable. Then FO is the set of all formulas built by
the rules
φ :: J | K | Rpt1, . . . , tnq |  Rpt1, . . . , tnq | t1  t2 |  t1  t2 |
φ^ φ | φ_ φ | @xφ | Dxφ.
{
Note that w. l. o. g. we only define formulas in negation normal form. The
rationale for this will become clear in the next chapter when we see that for
dependence logic we have to use negation normal form since negation is only
properly defined for atomic formulas.
To define team semantics we first introduce the concept of a team. Let A be
a model (or structure) with domain A (in the future, we will assume that if A
(resp. B, C,. . . ) is a model then A (resp. B, C,. . . ) is its domain). Assignments
over A are finite functions that map variables to elements of A. The value
of a term t in an assignment s is denoted by tAxsy. If s is an assignment, x is
a variable and a P A then spa{xq denotes the assignment (with the domain
dompsq Y txu) which agrees with s everywhere except that it maps x to a.
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Let tx1, . . . , xku be a finite (possibly empty) set of variables. A team X of A
with domain dompXq  tx1, . . . , xku is a set of assignments from the variables
tx1, . . . , xku into A. We denote by relpXq the k-ary relation of A corresponding
to X:
relpXq : tpspx1q, . . . , spxkqq | s P Xu.
If X is a team of A and F : X Ñ A, we use to denote the team
tspFpsq{xq | s P Xu
and for the team
tspa{xq | s P X and a P Au .
If φ and θ are formulas and ψ is a subformula of φ then we define φpθ{ψq to
be the formula generated from φ by substituting all occurrences of ψ with θ.
Definition 2.2 (Team semantics of FO). Let A be a model and let X be a
team of A. The satisfaction relation A |ùX φ is defined as follows:
• If φ is an atomic formula then A |ùX φ iff for all s P X: A, s |ù φ (in the
usual single-assignment based semantics).
• If ψ is atomic then A |ùX  ψ iff for all s P X: A, s |ù ψ.
• A |ùX ψ^ φ iff A |ùX ψ and A |ùX φ.
• A |ùX ψ_ φ iff there exist teams Y and Z such that X  Y 9Y Z, A |ùY ψ
and A |ùZ φ.
• A |ùX Dxψ iff A |ùXpF{xq ψ for some F : X Ñ A.
• A |ùX @xψ iff A |ùXpA{xq ψ.
Above, we assume that the domain of X contains Frpφq, i. e. it contains all
variables occurring in φ outside the scope of a quantifier. Finally, a sentence φ
is true in a model A (A |ù φ) iff A |ùtHu φ holds. {
Remark 2.3. Note that this team semantics coincides with the usual single-assign-
ment based semantics for first-order logic, i. e. for all structures A, formulas φ P FO
and assignments s : Frpφq Ñ A it holds that
A |ùtsu φ iff A, s |ùFO φ.
For second-order logic we assume the usual single-assignment based se-
mantics and only recall the syntax here.
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Definition 2.4 (Syntax of second-order logic). The syntax of SO extends the
syntax of FO by the rules
φ :: DSφ | @Sφ,
where S is a second-order variable, i. e. it is interpreted by a relation (with
an a priori given arity) and used in the inner formula as if it belonged to the
vocabulary. {
The following fragment of SO will be of special interest.
Definition 2.5 (ESO). Existential second-order logic (ESO) consists of all SO-
formulas that are of the form DR1 . . . DRnφ for a FO-formula φ. {
2.1.1 FRAGMENTS OF FIRST-ORDER LOGIC
For first-order logic we also investigate fragments where only a fixed number
of names for variables are allowed inside a formula.
Definition 2.6 (FOk). Let k ¡ 0 and τ a relational vocabulary, i. e. τ does not
contain function or constant symbols. Then k-variable first-order logic (FOk) is
the set of all FO-formulas that contain no more than k distinct variables (we
will usually use x1, . . . , xk and in the case k  2 we use x and y). {
Note that the above definition does not forbid requantification of variables,
e. g. DxDypPxy^ DxQxyq is in FO2.
In common first-order logic there are only two quantifiers, one asking about
the existence of at least one element with a certain property and the other one,
the dual, stating that the property holds for all elements, i. e. its complement
holds for less than one element.
A natural generalization of this is the introduction of counting quantifiers
D¥k asking about the existence of at least k pairwise-different elements. It is
possible to define D¥k for any k P N with the ordinary D quantifier by the
translation
D¥kx φpxq ÞÑ Dx1 . . . Dxk
  ©
i,jPt1,...,ku,
ij
xi  xj ^
k©
i1
φpxiq

.
In the case of FOk it is, however, no longer possible to define D¥k 1. There-
fore we will investigate the following extension of FOk.
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Definition 2.7 (FOCk). k-variable first-order logic with counting (FOCk) is
the extension of FOk obtained by allowing the counting quantifiers D¥` (for
all ` PN) as well as their negations D `. {
For an introduction into bounded-variable first-order logic with counting
we refer to [Ott97].
2.2 MODAL LOGIC
We will only briefly restate the definition of modal logic here. For a more
in-depth introduction the reader may refer to [BdRV02].
Definition 2.8 (Syntax of modal logic). Let PROP be an arbitrary countable
set (of atomic propositions). ThenML is the set of all formulas φ built by the
rules
φ :: J | K | p |  p | φ^ φ | φ_ φ | lφ | ♦φ,
where p P PROP.
CL (classical logic) is the set of all formulas ofML that neither contain l nor
♦ operators, i. e. CL is the set of all purely-propositional Boolean formulas. {
We sometimes write lk (resp. ♦k) for ll . . .lloooomoooon
k times
(resp. ♦♦ . . .♦looomooon
k times
). Note that we
have definedJ andK as parts of the language although we could equivalently
have defined them as abbreviations for p_ p and p^ p, respectively. The
rationale for this is that we will forbid negation and/or disjunction in parts of
Section 4.1 but still want to allow the constants.
Note that we define negation to be only atomic, i. e. it is only defined for
atomic propositions. Although in the literature negation is usually defined
for arbitrary formulas, our definition is in fact not a restriction of this general
case. This is due to the fact that arbitrary negation can be defined in terms of
dual formulas by
 φ : φd,
where dual formulas are defined as follows.
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Definition 2.9 (Dual formulas). Let φ PML. Then the dual of a formula is
defined by the following translation φ ÞÑ φd:
J ÞÑ K
K ÞÑ J
p ÞÑ  p
 p ÞÑ p
ψ^ θ ÞÑ ψd _ θd
ψ_ θ ÞÑ ψd ^ θd
lψ ÞÑ ♦ψd
♦ψ ÞÑ lψd.
Note that an analogous defintion of dual formulas can be given for first-
order formulas. {
We will define the semantics ofML via a translation to FO2.
Definition 2.10. We define a translation φ ÞÑ rφpxq fromML to FO2 as fol-
lows:
J ÞÑ J
K ÞÑ K
p ÞÑ Ppxq
 p ÞÑ  Ppxq
ψ^ θ ÞÑ rψpxq ^ rθpxq
ψ_ θ ÞÑ rψpxq _ rθpxq
lψ ÞÑ @y
 
Rpx, yqÑ rψpyq
♦ψ ÞÑ Dy
 
Rpx, yq ^ rψpyq. {
Note that if φ is aML-formula over the atomic propositions PROP  tp1, p2,
. . .u then rφ is a FO2-formula over the vocabulary τPROP : tR, P1, P2, . . .u.
Definition 2.11 (Team semantics of modal logic). Let φ P ML, A a τPROP-
structure and T  A a team. Then we say that A in T satisfies φ (A, T |ù φ) if
and only if A |ùX rφpxq where X : ttx ÞÑ au | a P Tu, i. e. X is the first-order
team that has one unary assignment tx ÞÑ au for each element a in T. {
Note that in the above definition we still call T a team of A although it is a
set of elements rather than a set of assignments.
The structureA is often expressed in the form of a Kripke structure (or frame) –
which is nothing else then a first-order τPROP-structure with a special notation
for representing the unary relations.
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Definition 2.12 (Kripke structure). Let PROP be a countable set of atomic
propositions. Then a PROP-Kripke structure is a tuple K  pS, R,piq where
S is an arbitrary non-empty set of worlds or states, R  S S is the accessibility
relation and pi : S Ñ PpPROPq is the labeling function. {
The corresponding first-order τPROP-structure rK has universe S and con-
tains the binary relation R and the unary relations P1, P2, . . . defined by
Pi : ts | pi P pipsqu.
Note that this team semantics via translation to first-order logic coincides
with the usual single-assignment non-translational semantics for modal logic,
i. e. for all Kripke structures K  pS, R,piq, formulas φ PMDL and worlds
s P S it holds that
K, tsu |ù φ iff K, s |ùML φ.
For any team T of a Kripke model K, we define
RpTq  ts P K | Ds1 P T such that ps1, sq P Ru.
In the case that T  tsu, we write Rpsq instead of Rptsuq. Elements in Rpsq are
called successors of s. Furthermore we define
xTyR  tT
1 | T1  RpTq and for all s P T with Rpsq  H: Rpsq X T1  Hu.
If R is clear from the context we sometimes just write xTy. Elements in xTy
are called successor teams. Clearly, RpTq P xTy.
2.3 COMPLEXITY THEORY
We assume familiarity with the basic notions from computational complexity
theory. An introduction to this can, for example, be found in [AB09] or in
[Pap94]. We will just briefly recall the relevant complexity classes and results.
2.3.1 IMPORTANT CLASSES
Definition 2.13 (P, NP, PSPACE, EXP, NEXP). P (resp. NP) is the class of
all (decision) problems, i. e. “yes-or-no-questions”, solvable by a deterministic
(resp. non-deterministic) Turing machine in polynomial time. Analogously,
EXP (resp. NEXP) contains all problems solvable (non-)deterministically in
exponential time and PSPACE contains all problems solvable in polynomial
space. {
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Definition 2.14 (PH, ΣPk , Π
P
k , AP). The polynomial hierarchy is defined as
PH :
8¤
k1
ΣPk
with
ΣP0 : Π
P
0 : P,
ΣPk 1 : NP
ΣPk and
ΠPk 1 : coNP
ΣPk ,
where NPC describes the class of all problems solvable by a non-deterministic
oracle Turing machine, using a problem from class C as oracle, in polynomial
time and
A P coC iff sA : tx | x R Au P C.
Equivalently, PH can be defined as the class of all problems for which there
is an alternating Turing machine which decides the problem in polynomial
running time and for which there is a k P N such that for all inputs x the
machine does not alternate between guessing modes more than k times when
started with input x. Note that the maximum number of alternations, k PN,
is arbitrary but fixed for the problem and thus must not depend on the input
given to the machine. If this restriction is dropped we get the class AP of
all problems for which there is an alternating Turing machine deciding the
problem in polynomial running time. In [CKS81] it was shown that AP 
PSPACE. {
Definition 2.15 (Σ01, Π
0
1, decidable). Σ
0
1 is the class of all decision problems A
for which there is a Turing machine that, given input x, holds in an accepting
state if x P A and runs infinitely long if x R A. Π01 is defined as coΣ
0
1.
A problem is said to be decidable iff there is a Turing machine that solves
it, i. e. for all inputs it holds with the correct answer after a finite number of
computation steps. {
Figure 2.1 shows an inclusion diagram of all of the above complexity classes.
We will later need the complexity operator D. If C is an arbitrary complexity
class then DC denotes the class of all sets A for which there is a set B P C and
a polynomial p such that for all x,
x P A iff there is a y with |y| ¤ pp|x|q and xx, yy P B.
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Note that for every class C, DC  NPC . However, the converse does not hold
in general. We will only need the following facts: DcoNP  ΣP2 , DΠ
P
2  Σ
P
3 ,
DPSPACE  PSPACE and DNEXP  NEXP.
2.3.2 REDUCIBILITY AND COMPLETENESS
Definition 2.16. Let C be a countable set and A, B  C. Then A is polynomial-
time many-one reducible to B, in symbols A ¤Pm B, iff there is a reduction function
f : C Ñ C such that f is computable in polynomial time and for all x P C it
holds that x P A iff f pxq P B.
We write A Pm B iff both A ¤Pm B and B ¤Pm A hold. {
Note that most complexity classes C with P  C are closed under ¤Pm, i. e. if
A ¤Pm B and B P C then also A P C. This holds for all classes relevant to us.
Definition 2.17. Let A be a computational problem and let C be a complexity
class with P  C. Then A is called C-hard (w. r. t. ¤Pm-reductions) iff for all
B P C it holds that B ¤Pm A. A is called C-complete (w. r. t. ¤Pm-reductions) iff
A P C and A is C-hard. {
2.4 LOGICAL PROBLEMS
Whenever one is investigating a logic there are several basic problems which
are naturally interesting. We will now introduce three of them – from the
complexity theory point of view.
2.4.1 SATISFIABILITY
The first of the problems is the satisfiability of a given formula, i. e. the question
whether there exists a structure that satisfies the formula. This question for
example arises in the context of system design – when a formula is used to
specify certain properties and one wants to know whether there is a system
with such properties. Also, it is often the case that many other problems
related to a logic can be reduced to its satisfiability problem.
Definition 2.18. If L is a logic and its semantics, i. e. the satisfaction of for-
mulas, is defined over a class of structures C then its satisfiability problem is
defined as
Problem: L-C-SAT
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Input: A formula φ P L.
Question: Is there a structure A P C such that A |ù φ holds?
If C is clear from the context we just write L-SAT instead of L-C-SAT. The
finite satisfiability problem L-FINSAT is the analogue of L-SAT in which we
require the structure A to be finite.
Sometimes the formal definition of the satisfaction relation entails the ne-
cessity to not only have a structure but also an element or assignment (or a
set of elements or assignments) from the structure to satisfy the formula. The
question then becomes
Is there a structure A P C and an element a P A / an assign-
ment s : dompφq Ñ A (resp. a set T  A of elements / X of
assignments) such that M, a |ù φ / M, s |ù φ (resp. M, T |ù φ /
M |ùX φ)?
In the case of a set of elements / assignments it is also required that T  H
(resp. X  H) since for all our logics it is the case that the empty set satisfies
all formulas and hence the question would become trivial if we allowed it
here. {
The following observation will be useful in Chapter 6.
Remark 2.19. If φ is a formula over the vocabulary τ and
ψ : DR1 . . . DRnD f1 . . . D fmφ
with R1, . . . , Rn, f1, . . . , fm P τ, then φ is satisfiable iff the second-order formula ψ
is satisfiable.
2.4.2 MODEL CHECKING
The next problem is the model checking of a given structure for a given
formula, i. e. deciding whether a given structure satisfies a given formula.
This question for example arises in system verification – where it shall be
checked if an already designed system does or does not have some specific
properties.
Definition 2.20. Let L be a logic and its semantics be defined over a class of
structures C. Then its model checking problem is defined as
Problem: L-C-MC
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Input: A formula φ P L and a structure A P C.
Question: Does A satisfy φ, i. e. A |ù φ?
Again, if C is clear from the context we leave it out. Also, as above, it may
sometimes be necessary to not only have a structure but also one or more
elements from the structure. In this case these elements are part of the input,
i. e. they have to be given together with the structure when the question is
asked. {
2.4.3 EXPRESSIVENESS
The last of our problems is expressiveness. This makes most sense in comparing
two logics L and L1. In this case the question is whether every property
definable in one logic is also definable in the other. More formally we have
the following definitions.
Definition 2.21. Let φ and ψ be two formulas with their semantics defined
over the class of structures C. We say that ψ is a logical consequence of φ, in
symbols φV ψ, iff for all structures A P C it holds that
A |ù φ implies A |ù ψ.
We say that φ and ψ are logically equivalent (in C), in symbols φWVψ, iff φV ψ
and φW ψ. {
Definition 2.22. Let L and L1 be two logics with their semantics defined over
the classes of structures C and C 1 with C  C 1. Then we say that L is reducible
to L1 (L ® L1) iff for all formulas φ P L there is a formula ψ P L1 such that
φWVψ (in C) holds.
We say that L and L1 are equivalent (L  L1) iff L ® L1 and L1 ® L hold.
And we write L   L1 iff both L ® L1 and L1 ® L hold. {
For extensions of first-order logic we usually restrict our attention to sen-
tences when dealing with expressiveness, e. g. FO only means the set of
first-order sentences in this context and not the set of all first-order formulas.
One could think that showing equivalence of two logics L and L1 would
also show that their model-checking and satisfiability problems are of the
same complexity. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, i. e. it is possible
that L  L1 but L-SAT Pm L1-SAT and/or L-MC Pm L1-MC. This is caused
by a possible blow-up in translating from one logic to the other.
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NP  ΣP1 coNP  Π
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1
ΣP2 Π
P
2
...
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AP  PSPACE
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decidable
Σ01 Π
0
1
Figure 2.1: Diagram of complexity class inclusions
Dashed lines mark “” inclusions and solid lines mark “” inclusions.

CHAPTER 3
DEPENDENCE LOGIC
3.1 FIRST-ORDER DEPENDENCE LOGIC
In this thesis, the semantics of D and IF are both based on the concept of
teams. For IF , we follow the exposition of [CDJ09] and the recent monograph
[MSS11].
Definition 3.1 (Syntax of IF ). The syntax of IF extends the syntax of FO
by the rules
φ :: Dx{W φ | @x{W φ,
where x is a first-order variable and W a finite set of first-order variables. The
quantifiers are called slashed quantifiers in this case. {
Definition 3.2 (Syntax ofD, [Va¨a¨07]). The syntax of D extends the syntax of
FO by the rules
φ :: pt1, . . . , tnq |  pt1, . . . , tnq | φ> φ,
where t1, . . . , tn are terms. An atomic formula of the formpt1, . . . , tnq is called
dependence atom and in this thesis the terms ti will mostly be plain variables.
The arity of a dependence atom px1, . . . , xn1, xnq is defined as n  1,
i. e. the arity of a dependence atom is the arity of the determinating function
whose existence it asserts.
In the following chapters we usually denote by D the above logic but
without the > operator. The version that includes > is primarily used for the
translations in Definition 3.11. {
Note that we could have defined negation to be arbitrary and not only
atomic. A sentence that is not in negation normal form could then be evaluated
by first pushing the negations down to the atomic level by using de Morgan’s
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law and other well-known rules. However, as we will see in Section 3.1.1, non-
atomic negation would be purely syntactical and not semantical (semantical
meaning that φ is satisfied iff φ is not satisfied) – whereas for plain first-order
logic the syntactical and semantical notions coincide.
For a set W  dompXq we call F W-independent (resp. W-determined) if for
all s, s1 P X with spxq  s1pxq for all x P dompXqzW (resp. for all x P W) we
have that Fpsq  Fps1q.
Definition 3.3 (Semantics ofD and IF , [Hod97a, Va¨a¨07]). Let A be a mo-
del and X a team of A. For IF the satisfaction relation A |ùX φ from Defini-
tion 2.2 is extended by the rules
• A |ùX Dx{Wφ iff A |ùXpF{xq φ for some W-independent function
F : X Ñ A,
• A |ùX @x{Wφ iff A |ùXpA{xq φ
and for D by the rules
• A |ùX pt1, . . . , tnq iff for all s, s1 P X such that tA1 xsy  tA1 xs1y,
. . . , tAn1xsy  t
A
n1xs
1y it holds that tAn xsy  tAn xs1y,
• A |ùX  pt1, . . . , tnq iff X  H,
• A |ùX φ> ψ iff A |ùX φ or A |ùX ψ.
Above, we assume that the domain of X contains Frpφq. Finally, a sentence φ
is true in a model A (A |ù φ) if A |ùtHu φ. {
Note the seemingly rather strange semantics of negated dependence atoms.
The rationale for this, given by Va¨a¨na¨nen [Va¨a¨07, p. 24], is the fact that if we
negate dependence atoms and maintain the same duality as between positive
and negative first-order literals (cf. Definition 2.2) we get the condition
@s, s1 P X: tA1 xsy  t
A
1 xs
1y, . . . , tAn1xsy  t
A
n1xs
1y
and tAn xsy  tAn xs1y
and this is only true if X  H.
Above, we denote dependence disjunction instead of classical disjunction with
_ because the semantics of dependence disjunction is an extension of the
semantics of usual first-order disjunction and thus we preserve downward
compatibility of our notation in this way. However, we still call the > oper-
ator “classical” because in a higher level context – where our sets of states
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are viewed as single objects themselves – it is indeed the usual disjunction,
cf. [AV09]. Note that
φ> ψ V φ_ ψ
holds but not the other way around.
3.1.1 BASIC PROPERTIES OF D AND IF
Now we will state some basic properties of D and IF .
First we will see that the game theoretically motivated negation  of D and
IF does not satisfy the law of excluded middle and is therefore not the classical
Boolean negation.
Proposition 3.4 (Law of excluded middle failure). Let φ : pxq, A a struc-
ture with universe A : ta, bu and X : ttx ÞÑ au, tx ÞÑ buu. Then A |ù φ and
A |ù  φ.
Also, many familiar propositional equivalences of connectives do not hold
in D and IF . For example, the idempotence of disjunction fails, which can
be used to show that the distributivity laws of disjunction and conjunction
do not hold either. We refer the interested reader to [Va¨a¨07, Section 3.3] for a
detailed exposition on propositional equivalences of connectives in D (and
also IF ).
The following fact is a fundamental property of all formulas of D and IF .
Proposition 3.5 (Downward closure property, [Va¨a¨07, Hod97a]). Let φ be a
formula of D or IF , A a model, and Y  X teams. Then A |ùX φ implies A |ùY φ.
As argued in [Va¨a¨07, Proposition 3.10], the downward closure property suits
the intuition that a true formula expressing dependence should not become
false when making the team smaller, since if dependence holds in a large set
then it does even more in a smaller set.
A feature of D and IF that nicely accomodates the downward closure is
that A |ùH φ holds for all A and all formulas φ of D and IF . This observation
is important in noting that for sentences φ and ψ it holds that
φ_ ψWV φ> ψ.
Va¨a¨na¨nen [Va¨a¨07, Chapter 6.1] and Hodges [Hod97b] have shown that the
expressive power of sentences of D and IF coincides with that of existential
second-order sentences:
Theorem 3.6. D  IF  ESO.
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Let X be a team with domain tx1, . . . , xku and V  tx1, . . . , xku. We denote
by X æ V the team ts æ V | s P Xu with domain V (here, s æ V denotes
the restriction of the function s to the domain V). The following proposition
shows that the truth of a D-formula only depends on the interpretations of
the variables occurring free in the formula.
Proposition 3.7 ([Va¨a¨07, CDJ09]). Let φ P D be any formula or φ P IF a sen-
tence. If V  Frpφq, then A |ùX φ if and only if A |ùXæV φ.
The analogue of Proposition 3.7 does not hold for open formulas of IF . In
other words, the truth of an IF -formula may depend on the interpretations
of variables that do not occur in the formula. For example, the truth of the
formula
φ : Dx{tyupx  yq
in a team X with domain tx, y, zu depends on the values of z in X, although z
does not occur in φ.
We have noted in the last chapter that for first-order formulas the usual
single-assignment based semantics coincides with our team semantics, cf. Re-
mark 2.3. This is not always the case for D and IF formulas.
Definition 3.8 (Flatness). Let φ be a D or an IF formula. Then φ is said to
be flat iff for all structures A and teams X of A it holds that
A |ùX φ iff @s P X, A |ùtsu φ. {
The left-to-right implication in the above definition follows from the down-
ward closure property (Proposition 3.5) while the other direction does not
always hold. For plain first-order formulas, however, it does.
3.1.2 TWO-VARIABLE DEPENDENCE LOGIC
Definition 3.9 (Dk, IF k). Dk and IF k are defined as restrictions of D and
IF analogous to the definition of FOk from FO (Definition 2.6). {
3.2 MODAL DEPENDENCE LOGIC
Now we will introduce the syntax and semantics of modal dependence logic
and show some important properties of it. For a more profound overview
consult Va¨a¨na¨nen’s introduction [Va¨a¨08].
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Definition 3.10 (Syntax ofMDL). The syntax ofMDL extends the syntax
of modal logic by the rules
φ :: pp1, . . . , pn1, pnq |  pp1, . . . , pn1, pnq | φ> φ,
where n ¥ 1. {
The semantics ofMDL will be given by a translation to D2. In the first-
order side of the translation we do not use the usual dependence atoms but
instead a variation of them. This is, however, not a problem since the variation
turns out to be definable by the usual version. We follow this approach because
it nicely demonstrates that the embedding of modal logic into two-variable
first-order logic carries over to the respective dependence logics.
Definition 3.11 (Semantics ofMDL). We extend the translation fromML
to FO2 (Definition 2.10) by the following rules to get a translation fromMDL
to D2:
pp1, . . . , pnq ÞÑ pP1pxq, . . . , Pnpxqq,
 pp1, . . . , pnq ÞÑ K,
φ> ψ ÞÑ rφpxq> rψpxq. {
As stated above the resulting formula is not a strict D formula since inside
the dependence atoms there are atomic formulas instead of terms. We can,
however, further translate the formula by the rule
pP1pxq, . . . , Pnpxqq ÞÑ Dy1 . . . Dyn
  n©
i1
pyi  cØ Pipxqq ^ py1, . . . , ynq

,
where c is either a constant symbol from the first-order vocabulary or a vari-
able that is existentially quantified in the beginning of the complete formula,
i. e. its value is the same in all subformulas.
In Chapter 4 we will investigate and classify several fragments ofMDL.
Definition 3.12 (MDLk). MDLk is the subset of MDL that contains all
formulas which do not contain any dependence atoms whose arity is greater
than k. {
We will classifyMDL for all fragments defined by sets of operators.
Definition 3.13 (MDLpMq, PDL). Let L be a modal logic and let M be a
set of operators and constants from the language of L. Then LpMq is the
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subset of L containing all formulas built from atomic propositions using only
operators and constants from M. We usually write Lpop1, op2, . . .q instead of
Lptop1, op2, . . .uq.
Now, PDL is defined asMDLp^,_, ,q, i. e. the restriction ofMDL to
formulas without modalities and without classical disjunction >. {
3.2.1 BASIC PROPERTIES OFMDL
Most properties of first-order dependence logic carry over to modal depen-
dence logic, e. g. neither having the law of excluded middle (Proposition 3.4)
nor the idempotence of disjunction or the fact that the empty team satisfies all
formulas.
Furthermore, the downward closure property (Proposition 3.5) holds for
modal dependence logic as well.
Proposition 3.14 (Downward closure property, [Va¨a¨08]). Let K  pS, R,piq
be a Kripke structure, T1  T  S and φ P MDL. Then W, T |ù φ implies
W, T1 |ù φ.
Also, the concept of flatness can be translated to modal logic in the canonical
way.
Definition 3.15 (Flatness). AnMIDL formula φ is said to be flat if for any
Kripke model K and any team T of K
K, T |ù φ iff @s P T, K, tsu |ù φ. {
And again, analogous to first-order logic, all plain modal logic formulas are
flat.
Additionally, some more equivalences follow almost immediately from the
semantics ofMDL.
Lemma 3.16. The following holds forMDL:
a) JWV p_ p, KWV p^ pWV  pp1, . . . , pnq,
b) ppqWV p> p and
c) pp1, . . . , pnqWV

i1,...,in1PtJ,Ku
 
pi11 ^ . . .^ p
in1
n1 ^ ppn > pnq,
where pJ : p and pK :  p.
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PROOF. The only difficult case is (c). For this note that K, T |ù pp1, . . . , pnq
means that for all subteams T1  T where the evaluations of p1, . . . , pn1 are
each constant in T1, it holds that the value of pn is also constant in T1. On the
other hand, the right hand side of the equivalence is true in a team T if and
only if T can be partitioned into 2n1 subteams T2 such that in each team T2
the evaluations of p1, . . . , pn1 are as specified and the value of pn is constant.
Since all possible evaluations of p1, . . . , pn1 occur in the disjunction all the
subteams T1 from above will occur as one of the teams T2 and vice versa. 
Note that the first-order equivalents of (b) and (c) do not hold – contrary to (a).
Here, the crucial difference between first-order and modal logic is that in the
latter case variables are always only Boolean; that especially means that the
set of possible values for a variable occuring in a dependence atom is finite
and fixed.
3.3 INTUITIONISTIC DEPENDENCE LOGIC
Intuitionistic dependence logic was introduced in [AV09].
Definition 3.17 (IDL). The syntax of IDL extends the syntax of D by the
rule
φ :: φÑ φ.
Here,Ñ denotes intuitionistic implication.
For IDL the satisfaction relation from Definition 3.3 is extended by the rule
A |ùX φÑ ψ iff for all Y  X with A |ùY φ it holds that A |ùY ψ,
i. e. φÑ ψ is satisfied in a team iff truth of φ in a subteam always implies truth
of ψ in that subteam. {
Now we introduce the modal logic version of intuitionistic dependence
logic.
Definition 3.18 (MIDL). The syntax of MIDL extends the syntax of
MDL by the rule
φ :: φÑ φ.
The semantics ofMIDL is defined by the extension of the translation from
Definition 3.11 by the rule
φÑ ψ ÞÑ rφpxqÑ rψpxq. {
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All the properties ofMDL from Section 3.2.1 hold forMIDL as well.
In addition, some more equivalences hold.
Lemma 3.19. All equivalences from Lemma 3.16 hold for MIDL and also the
following:
a)  pWV pÑK,
b) pp1, . . . , pnqWV
 
pp1q ^ . . .^ppn1q

Ñ ppnq and
c) φÑ ψ  φd _ ψ if both φ and ψ areML formulas and φd is the dual of φ
(cf. Definition 2.9), i. e.Ñ has a conservative semantics – in the sense that for
ML formulas its semantics coincides with the semantics of the usual classical
modal logic implication.
Note that although p is equivalent to pÑK, of course one of orK is needed
to achieve fullMIDL expressiveness. The above lemma also shows that we
could have equivalently defined the syntax ofMIDL without dependence
atoms. The rationale for making the constants, the  operator and the pq
operator parts of the language, although we could have left out some of them
by applying Lemma 3.19, is that we will investigate sublogics of MIDL
where we will still use constants and negation but not always ^, _ andÑ.
Finally, we define the propositional version of intuitionistic dependence
logic.
Definition 3.20 (PIDL). PIDL is defined as
MIDLp^,>, ,Ñ,q. {
From Lemma 3.19 we obtain the following characterizations:
PIDL  MIDLp^,>, ,Ñq
 MIDLp^,>,K,Ñq and
MIDL  MIDLpl,♦,^,_,>, ,Ñq
 MIDLpl,♦,^,_,>,K,Ñq.
Note that PDL  PIDL since PDL uses dependence disjunction and
PIDL uses classical disjunction.
Figure 3.1 shows the main modal logics considered in this thesis.
In later chapters we will investigate the model checking and satisfiability
problems of several dependence logics. For now we note that, as pointed out
in Section 2.4.3, the above equivalences betweenMIDL fragments do not nec-
essarily imply that the computational complexity of the problems is the same
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MIDL
MDL
l ♦ _ ^  pq > Ñ
PIDL
PDL
Figure 3.1: Sublogics ofMIDL
for equivalent fragments, i. e. it is possible to have sets M  M1 of operators
such thatMIDLpMq MIDLpM1q butMIDLpMq-MC Pm MIDLpM1q-
MC. This is caused by a possible exponential blow-up in translating from one
fragment to another.

CHAPTER 4
MODAL DEPENDENCE LOGIC
4.1 SATISFIABILITY
In this section we will classify operator fragments ofMDL according to the
complexity of their satisfiability problem, i. e. – according to Definition 2.18 –
for all M  tl,♦,^,_,>, ,u and all k ¥ 0 the problem
Problem: MDLpMq-SAT (MDLkpMq-SAT)
Input: AMDLpMq (resp. MDLkpMq) formula φ.
Question: Is there a Kripke structure W and a non-empty set T of worlds
in W such that W, T |ù φ holds?
Note that, because of the downward closure property (Proposition 3.14),
to check satisfiability of a formula φ it is enough to check whether there is a
frame W and a single world w in W such that W, twu |ù φ.
Our first lemma concerns sets of operators including classical disjunction.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a set ofMDL operators. Then the following hold:
a) Every MDLpM Y t>uq (MDLkpM Y t>uq) formula φ is equivalent to a
formula
2|φ|6
i1
ψi
with ψi PMDLpMq (resp.MDLkpMq) for all i P t1, . . . , 2|φ|u.
b) If C is an arbitrary complexity class with P  C and MDLpMq-SAT P C
(MDLkpMq-SAT P C) thenMDLpMY t>uq-SAT P DC (resp.MDLkpM
Y t>uq-SAT P DC).
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PROOF. a) follows from the distributivity of >with all otherMDL operators.
More specifically, φ  pψ> σqWVpφ  ψq> pφ  σq for  P t^,_u and ∇pφ>
ψqWVp∇φq> p∇φq for ∇ P t♦,lu.1 b) follows from a) with the observation
that62|φ|i1 ψi is satisfiable if and only if there is an i P t1, . . . , 2|φ|u such
that ψi is satisfiable. Note that given i P t1, . . . , 2|φ|u the formula ψi can be
computed from the original formula φ in polynomial time by choosing (for all
j P t1, . . . , |φ|u) from the jth subformula of the form ψ> σ the formula ψ if the
jth bit of i is 0 and σ if it is 1. 
We need the following simple property of monotoneMDL formulas.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a set ofMDL operators with  R M. Then an arbitrary
MDLpMq formula φ is satisfiable iff the formula generated from φ by replacing
every dependence atom and every atomic proposition with the same fresh atomic
proposition t is satisfiable.
PROOF. If a frame W is a model for φ, so is the frame generated from W by
setting all atomic propositions in all worlds to true. 
We are now able to classify some cases that can be easily reduced to known
results.
Corollary 4.3.
a) If tl,♦,^,_, u  M  tl,♦,^,_, ,J,K,>u thenMDLpMq-SAT is
PSPACE-complete.
b) If tl,♦,^,_,Ku  M  tl,♦,^,_,J,K,,>u then MDLpMq-SAT
andMDLkpMq-SAT are PSPACE-complete for all k ¥ 0.
c) If tl,♦,^,Ku  M  tl,♦,^,J,K,u then MDLpMq-SAT and
MDLkpMq-SAT are coNP-complete for all k ¥ 0.
d) If M  tl,♦,^,_,J,,>u then everyMDLpMq formula is satisfiable.
e) If M  t^, ,J,K,u thenMDLpMq-SAT is in P.
f) If M  t^,_,J,K,,>u thenMDLpMq-SAT is in P.
PROOF. The lower bound of a) was shown by Ladner [Lad77], who proves
PSPACE-completeness for the case of full ordinary modal logic. The upper
bound follows from this, Lemma 4.1 and the fact that DPSPACE  PSPACE.
1Interestingly, but not of relevance for our work, φ> pψ_ σqWVpφ> ψq _ pφ> σq.
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The lower bound for b) was shown by Hemaspaandra [Hem01, Theorem 6.5]
and the upper bound follows from a) together with Lemma 4.2.
The lower bound for c) was shown by Donini et al. [DLN 92] who prove
NP-hardness of the problem to decide whether an ALE -concept is unsat-
isfiable. ALE is a description logic which essentially is nothing else than
MDLpl,♦,^, ,J,Kq ( is not used in the hardness proof and J, although
it is used in the original proof, can be substituted by a fresh atomic proposition
t). For the upper bound Ladner’s PSPACE-algorithm [Lad77] can be used, as
in the case without disjunction it is in fact a coNP-algorithm, together with
Lemma 4.2.
d) follows from Lemma 4.2 together with the fact that everyMDL formula
with t as the only atomic subformula is satisfied in the transitive singleton,
i. e. the frame consisting of only one state which has itself as successor, in
which t is true.
e) follows from the polynomial time complexity of deciding satisfiability
of a 1CNF formula. Finally, f) reduces to Boolean formula evaluation by
Lemma 4.2. Note that for e) and f) dependence atoms can be replaced by J
because there we do not have any modality. 
4.1.1 POOR MAN’S DEPENDENCE LOGIC
We now turn to the ΣP2 -complete cases. These include monotone poor man’s
logic, i. e. modal logic without negation and dependence disjunction, with
and without dependence atoms.
Theorem 4.4. If tl,♦,^, ,>u  M  tl,♦,^, ,J,K,>u or tl,♦,^,K,>u  M  tl,♦,^,J,K,,>u thenMDLpMq-SAT andMDLkpMq-SAT are
ΣP2 -complete for all k ¥ 0.
PROOF. Proving the upper bound for the second case reduces to proving
the upper bound for the first case by Lemma 4.2. For the first case it holds
with Lemma 4.1 that MDLpl,♦,^, ,J,K,>q-SAT P DcoNP  ΣP2 sinceMDLpl,♦,^, ,J,Kq-SAT P coNP (cf. the proof of Corollary 4.3c). The latter
follows directly from Ladner’s PSPACE-algorithm for modal logic satisfiability
[Lad77] which is in fact a coNP-algorithm in the case without disjunction.
For the lower bound we consider the quantified constraint satisfaction
problem QCSP2pR1{3q shown to be Π
P
2 -complete by Bauland et al. [BBC
 10].
This problem can be reduced to the complement ofMDLpl,♦,^, {K,>q-
SAT in polynomial time.
An instance of QCSP2pR1{3q consists of universally quantified Boolean vari-
ables p1, . . . , pk, existentially quantified Boolean variables pk 1, . . . , pn and a
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set of clauses each consisting of exactly three of those variables. QCSP2pR1{3q
is the set of all those instances for which for every truth assignment for
p1, . . . , pk there is a truth assignment for pk 1, . . . , pn such that in each clause
exactly one variable evaluates to true. Note that for our reduction it is nec-
essary that in each clause the variables are pairwise different whereas in
QCSP2pR1{3q this does not need to be the case. However, the Π
P
2 -hardness
proof can be adapted to account for this as follows.
Claim 1. QCSP2pR1{3q with pairwise different variables in each clause is ΠP2 -hard.
PROOF OF CLAIM 1. We give a reduction from 3CNF-QBF2, which is long
known to be ΠP2 -complete (cf. [Wra77]). The only differences between an
instance of QCSP2pR1{3q and an instance of 3CNF-QBF2 are that in the latter
a clause may contain negated variables, more than one literal that evaluates
to true and the same variable more than once.
Our reduction works as follows. The quantification of all original variables
stays unchanged. All newly introduced variables are existentially quantified.
Our new set of clauses consists of the clauses
a) tt, f , f 1u, tt, f 1, f 2u, tt, f 2, f u, where t, f , f 1, f 2 are new variables,
b) for each original variable x: tx, x1, f u and
c) for each original clause tx, y, zu: t f , xˆ, au, ta1, yˆ, bu, tb1, zˆ, f u,
ta, a1, a2u, tb, b1, b2u,
where a, a1, a2, b, b1, b2 are new variables (fresh for each original clause)
and uˆ :
"
p if u  p
p1 if u   p .
a) enforces the new variable f to evaluate to K and b) simulates negated
variables. c) uses R1{3-clauses to allow for more than one of the three literals
x, y and z to be true by splitting one old clause in three new clauses. But at
the same time it still ensures that at least one of them is true by making the
new variables interdependent in such a way that at most two of them can be
true. 
For the reduction from QCSP2pR1{3q to the complement of MDLpl,♦,
^, {K,>q-SAT we extend a technique from the coNP-hardness proof for
MDLpl,♦,^,Kq-SAT by Donini et al. [DLN 92, Theorem 3.3]. Let p1, . . . , pk
be the universally quantified and pk 1, . . . , pn the existentially quantified
variables of a QCSP2pR1{3q instance and let C1, . . . , Cm be its clauses (we
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assume w.l.o.g. that each variable occurs in at least one clause). Then the
correspondingMDLpl,♦,^,K,>q formula is
φ :
k
i1
  ∇i1 . . .∇im ∇i1 . . .∇im li1♦lki p> lm lm li1♦lki p 
^
n
ik 1
∇i1 . . .∇im ∇i1 . . .∇im lk p
^ lm lm lk K
where p is an arbitrary atomic proposition and ∇ij :
"
♦ if pi P Cj
l else
.
For the correspondingMDLpl,♦,^, ,>q formula replace every Kwith
 p.
To prove the correctness of our reduction we will need two claims.
Claim 2. For r, s ¥ 0 a MDLpl,♦,^, ,J,Kq formula ♦φ1 ^ . . . ^ ♦φr ^
lψ1 ^ . . .^lψs is unsatisfiable iff there is an i P t1, . . . , ru such that φi ^ ψ1 ^
. . .^ ψs is unsatisfiable.
PROOF OF CLAIM 2. “ð”: If φi ^ ψ1 ^ . . . ^ ψs is unsatisfiable, so is ♦φi ^
lψ1 ^ . . .^lψs and even more ♦φ1 ^ . . .^♦φr ^lψ1 ^ . . .^lψs.
“ñ”: Suppose that φi ^ ψ1 ^ . . .^ ψs is satisfiable for all i P t1, . . . , ru. Then
♦φ1 ^ . . .^♦φr ^lψ1 ^ . . .^lψs is satisfiable in a frame that consists of a
root state and for each i P t1, . . . , ru a separate branch, reachable from the root
in one step, which satisfies φi ^ ψ1 ^ . . .^ ψs. 
Note that ♦φ1 ^ . . .^♦φr ^lψ1 ^ . . .^lψs is always satisfiable if r  0.
Definition. Let v : tp1, . . . , pku Ñ t0, 1u be a valuation of tp1, . . . , pku. Then
φv denotes theMDLpl,♦,^, {Kq formula
iPt1,...,ku,
vppiq1
∇i1 . . .∇im ∇i1 . . .∇im li1♦lki p
^

iPt1,...,ku,
vppiq0
lm lm li1♦lki p
^
n
ik 1
∇i1 . . .∇im ∇i1 . . .∇im lk p
^ lm lm lk  p {K
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Claim 3. Let v : tp1, . . . , pku Ñ t0, 1u be a valuation. Then φv is unsatisfiable iff
v can be continued to a valuation v1 : tp1, . . . , pnu Ñ t0, 1u such that in each of the
clauses tC1, . . . , Cmu exactly one variable evaluates to true under v1.
PROOF OF CLAIM 3. By iterated use of Claim 2, φv is unsatisfiable iff there
are i1, . . . , i2m with
ij P
 
i P t1, . . . , nu | ∇ij1  ♦
(
z
 
i P t1, . . . , ku | vppiq  0
(

 
i P t1, . . . , nu | pi P Cj1
(
z
 
i P t1, . . . , ku | vppiq  0
(
,
where j1 :
"
j if j ¤ m
jm else , such that (i)
φvpi1, . . . , i2mq :

iPt1,...,ku,
iPti1,...,i2mu,
vppiq1
li1♦lki p
^

iPt1,...,ku,
vppiq0
li1♦lki p
^

iPtk 1,...,nu,
iPti1,...,i2mu
lk p
^ lk  p {K
is unsatisfiable and such that (ii) there are no a, b P t1, . . . , 2mu with a   b,
∇iba1  ∇ibb1  ♦ (this is the case iff pib P Ca1 and pib P Cb1) and ia  ib.
Condition (ii) simply ensures that no subformula is selected after it has already
been discarded in an earlier step. Note that φvpi1, . . . , i2mq is unsatisfiable iff
(i’) for all i P t1, . . . , ku: vppiq  1 and i P ti1, . . . , i2mu or vppiq  0 (and
i R ti1, . . . , i2mu).
We are now able to prove the claim.
“ð”: For j  1, . . . , 2m choose ij P t1, . . . , nu such that pij P Cj1 and v
1ppijq 
1. By assumption, all ij exist and are uniquely determined. Hence, for all
i P t1, . . . , ku we have that vppiq  0 (and then i R ti1, . . . , i2mu) or vppiq  1
and there is a j such that ij  i (because each variable occurs in at least one
clause). Therefore condition (i’) is satisfied. Now suppose there are a   b that
violate condition (ii). By definition of ib it holds that pib P Cb1 and v
1ppibq  1.
Analogously, pia P Ca1 and v
1ppiaq  1. By the supposition pib P Ca1 and
pia  pib . But since v
1ppiaq  v
1ppibq  1, that is a contradiction to the fact that
in clause Ca1 only one variable evaluates to true.
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“ñ”: If φv is unsatisfiable, there are i1, . . . , i2m such that (i’) and (ii) hold.
Let the valuation v1 : tp1, . . . , pnu Ñ t0, 1u be defined by
v1ppiq :
"
1 if i P ti1, . . . , i2mu
0 else .
Note that v1 is a continuation of v because (i’) holds.
We will now prove that in each of the clauses C1, . . . , Cm exactly one variable
evaluates to true under v1. Therefore let j P t1, . . . , mu be arbitrarily chosen.
By choice of ij it holds that pij P Cj. It follows by definition of v
1 that
v1ppijq  1. Hence, there is at least one variable in Cj that evaluates to true.
Now suppose that besides pij another variable in Cj evaluates to true. Then
by definition of v1 it follows that there is a ` P t1, . . . , 2mu, `  j, such that this
other variable is pi` . We now consider two cases.
Case j   `: This is a contradiction to (ii) since, by definition of `, pi` is in Cj1
as well as, by definition of i`, in C`1 and ij  i`.
Case `   j: Since j P t1, . . . , mu it follows that ` ¤ m. Since C`1  Cp` mq1
it holds that pi` m P C`1 and pi` m P Cp` mq1 . Furthermore `   `   m and
thus, by condition (ii), it must hold that i`  i` m. Therefore pi` m P Cj and
v1ppi` mq  1. Because j   ` m this is a contradiction to condition (ii) as in
the first case. 
The correctness of the reduction now follows with the observation that φ is
equivalent to 6
v : tp1,...,pkuÑt0,1u
φv
and that φ is unsatisfiable iff φv is unsatisfiable for all valuations v : tp1, . . .
, pku Ñ t0, 1u.
The QCSP2pR1{3q instance is true iff every valuation v : tp1, . . . , pku Ñ t0, 1u
can be continued to a valuation v1 : tp1, . . . , pnu Ñ t0, 1u such that in each of
the clauses tC1, . . . , Cmu exactly one variable evaluates to true under v1 iff, by
Claim 3, φv is unsatisfiable for all v : tp1, . . . , pku Ñ t0, 1u iff, by the above
observation, φ is unsatisfiable. 
Next we turn to (non-monotone) poor man’s logic.
Theorem 4.5. If tl,♦,^, ,u  M thenMDLpMq-SAT is NEXP-complete.
PROOF. Sevenster showed that the problem is in NEXP in the case of > R M
[Sev09, Lemma 14]. Together with Lemma 4.1 and the fact that DNEXP 
NEXP the upper bound applies.
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For the lower bound we reduce 3CNF-DQBF, which was shown to be
NEXP-hard by Peterson et al. [PRA01, Lemma 5.2.2]2, to our problem.
An instance of 3CNF-DQBF consists of universally quantified Boolean
variables p1, . . . , pk, existentially quantified Boolean variables pk 1, . . . , pn,
dependence constraints Pk 1, . . . , Pn  tp1, . . . , pku and a set of clauses each
consisting of three (not necessarily distinct) literals. Here, Pi intuitively states
that the value of pi only depends on the values of the variables in Pi. Now,
3CNF-DQBF is the set of all those instances for which there is a collection of
functions fk 1, . . . , fn with fi : t0, 1uPi Ñ t0, 1u such that for every valuation
v : tp1, . . . , pku Ñ t0, 1u there is at least one literal in each clause that evaluates
to true under the valuation v1 : tp1, . . . , pnu Ñ t0, 1u defined by
v1ppiq :
"
vppiq if i P t1, . . . , ku
fipv æ Piq if i P tk  1, . . . , nu
.
The functions fk 1, . . . , fn act as restricted existential quantifiers, i. e. for an
i P tk  1, . . . , nu the variable pi can be assumed to be existentially quantified
dependent on all universally quantified variables in Pi (and, more importantly,
independent of all universally quantified variables not in Pi). Dependencies
are thus explicitly specified through the dependence constraints and can
contain – but are not limited to – the traditional sequential dependencies,
e. g. the quantifier sequence @p1Dp2@p3Dp4 can be modeled by the dependence
constraints P2  tp1u and P4  tp1, p3u.
For the reduction from 3CNF-DQBF toMDLpl,♦,^, ,q-SAT we use
an idea from Hemaspaandra [Hem01, Theorem 4.2]. There, PSPACE-hardness
ofMDLpl,♦,^, q-SAT over the class F¤2 of all Kripke structures in which
every world has at most two successors is shown. The crucial point in the
proof is to ensure that every Kripke structure satisfying the constructed
MDLpl,♦,^, q formula adheres to the structure of a complete binary tree
and does not contain anything more than this tree. In the class F¤2 this is
automatically the case since in a complete binary tree all worlds already have
two successors.
Although in our case there is no such an a priori restriction and therefore
we cannot make sure that every satisfying structure is not more than a binary
tree, we are able to use dependence atoms to ensure that everything in the
structure that does not belong to the tree is essentially nothing else than a
copy of a subtree. This will be enough to show the desired reducibility.
2Peterson et al. showedNEXP-hardness for DQBF without the restriction that the formulas must
be in CNF. However, the restriction does not lower the complexity since every propositional
formula is satisfiability-equivalent to a formula in CNF whose size is bounded by a polynomial
in the size of the original formula.
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Let p1, . . . , pk be the universally quantified and pk 1, . . . , pn the existentially
quantified variables of a 3CNF-DQBF instance φ and let Pk 1, . . . , Pn be its
dependence constraints and tl11, l12, l13u, . . . , tlm1, lm2, lm3u its clauses. Then
the correspondingMDLpl,♦,^, ,pqq formula is
gpφq :
n
i1
li1p♦lni pi ^♦lni piq piq
^
m
i1
♦npli1 ^ li2 ^ li3 ^ fiq piiq
^
m
i1
lnpl1i1, l
1
i2, l
1
i3, fiq piiiq
^ lk♦nk
 
f1 ^ . . .^ fm ^
n
ik 1pPi, piq

pivq
where p1, . . . , pn, f1, . . . , fm are atomic propositions and l1ij :
"
p if lij  p,
p if lij  p.
Now if φ is valid, consider the frame which consists of a complete binary tree
with n levels (not counting the root) and where each of the 2n possible labelings
of the atomic propositions p1, . . . , pn occurs in exactly one leaf. Additionally,
for each i P t1, . . . , mu fi is labeled in exactly those leaves in which li1 _ li2 _
li3 is false. This frame obviously satisfies piq, piiq and piiiq. And since the
modalities in pivq model the quantors of φ, fi is true exactly in the leaves
in which li1 _ li2 _ li3 is true and the  atoms in pivqmodel the dependence
constraints of φ, pivq is also true and therefore gpφq is satisfied in the root of
the tree.
As an example see Figure 4.1 for a frame satisfying gpφq if the first clause in
φ is tp1, pnu.
If, on the other hand, gpφq is satisfiable, let W be a frame and t a world in
W such that W, ttu |ù gpφq. Now piq enforces W to contain a complete binary
tree T with root t such that each labeling of p1, . . . , pn occurs in a leaf of T.
We can further assume w.l.o.g. that W itself is a tree since inMDL different
worlds with identical proposition labelings are indistinguishable and therefore
every frame can simply be unwinded to become a tree. Since the modal depth
of gpφq is n we can assume that the depth of W is at most n. And since piq
enforces that every path in W from t to a leaf has a length of at least n, all
leaves of W lie at levels greater than or equal to n. Altogether we can assume
that W is a tree, that all its leaves lie at level n and that it has the same root as
T. The only difference is that the degree of W may be greater than that of T.
But we can nonetheless assume that up to level k the degree of W is 2 pq.
This is the case because if any world up to level k 1 had more successors
than the two lying in T, the additional successors could be omitted and piq,
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Figure 4.1: Frame satisfying gpφq
piiq, piiiq and pivq would still be fulfilled. For piq, piiq and piiiq this is clear and
for pivq it holds because pivq begins with lk.
We will now show that, although T may be a proper subframe of W, T
is already sufficient to fulfill gpφq. From this the validity of φ will follow
immediately.
Claim 1. T, ttu |ù gpφq.
PROOF OF CLAIM 1. We consider sets of leaves of W that satisfy f1 ^ . . .^
fm ^
n
ik 1pPi, piq and that can be reached from the set ttu by the modality
sequence lk♦nk. Let S be such a set and let S be chosen so that there is no
other such set that contains less worlds outside of T than S does. Assume
there is a s P S that does not lie in T.
Let i P t1, . . . , mu and let s1 be the leaf in T that agrees with s on the labeling
of p1, . . . , pn. Then, with W, tsu |ù fi and piiiq, it follows that W, ts1u |ù fi.
Let S1 : pSztsuq Y ts1u. Then it follows by the previous paragraph that
W, S1 |ù f1 ^ . . .^ fm. Since W, S |ù
n
ik 1pPi, piq and s
1 agrees with s on
the propositions p1, . . . , pn it follows that W, S1 |ù
n
ik 1pPi, piq. Hence,
S1 satisfies f1 ^ . . .^ fm ^
n
ik 1pPi, piq and as it only differs from S by
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replacing s with s1 it can be reached from ttu by lk♦nk because s and s1 agree
on p1, . . . , pk and, by pq, W does not differ from T up to level k. But this
is a contradiction to the assumption since S1 contains one world less than S
outside of T. Thus, there is no s P S that does not lie in T and therefore pivq is
fulfilled in T. Since piq, piiq and piiiq are obviously also fulfilled in T, it follows
that T, ttu |ù gpφq. 
piiq ensures that for all i P t1, . . . , mu there is a leaf in W in which  pli1 _
li2 _ li3q ^ fi is true. This leaf can lie outside of T. However, piiiq ensures that
all leaves that agree on the labeling of li1, li2 and li3 also agree on the labeling
of fi. And since there is a leaf where  pli1 _ li2 _ li3q ^ fi is true, it follows
that in all leaves, in which  pli1 _ li2 _ li3q is true, fi is true. Conversely, if fi
is true in an arbitrary leaf of W then so is li1 _ li2 _ li3 pq.
The modality sequence lk♦nk models the quantors of φ and nik 1pPi,
piqmodels its dependence constraints. And so there is a bijective correspon-
dence between sets of worlds reachable in T by lk♦nk from ttu and that
satisfy
n
ik 1pPi, piq on the one hand and truth assignments to p1, . . . , pn
generated by the quantors of φ and satisfying its dependence constraints
on the other hand. Additionally, by pq follows that f1 ^ . . .^ fm impliesm
i1pli1 _ li2 _ li3q and since T, ttu |ù gpφq, φ is valid. 
4.1.2 CASES WITH ONLY ONE MODALITY
We will now examine formulas with only one modality.
Theorem 4.6. Let M  tl,♦,^,_, ,J,K,>u with l R M or ♦ R M. Then the
following hold:
a) MDLpMY tuq-SAT ¤Pm MDLpMY tJ,Kuq-SAT , i. e. adding the pq
operator does not increase the complexity if we only have one modality.
b) For every MDLpM Y tuq formula φ it holds that > is equivalent to _,
i. e. φ is equivalent to every formula that is generated from φ by replacing some
or all occurrences of > by _ and vice versa.
PROOF. Every negation  pq of a dependence atom is by definition always
equivalent to K and can thus be replaced by the latter. For positive pq atoms
and the > operator we consider two cases.
Case ♦ R M. If an arbitraryMDLpl,^,_, ,J,K,,>q formula φ is sat-
isfiable then it is so in an intransitive singleton frame, i. e. a frame that only
contains one world which does not have a successor, because there every
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subformula that begins with a l is automatically satisfied. In a singleton
frame all pq atoms obviously hold and > is equivalent to _. Therefore the
(un-)satisfiability of φ is preserved when substituting every pq atom in φ
with J and every > with _ (or vice versa).
Case l R M. If an arbitraryMDLp♦,^,_, ,J,K,,>q formula φ is satisfi-
able then, by the downward closure property, there is a frame W with a world
s such that W, tsu |ù φ. Since there is no l in φ, every subformula of φ is also
evaluated in a singleton set (because a ♦ can never increase the cardinality of
the evaluation set). And as in the former case we can replace every pq atom
with J and every > with _ (or vice versa). 
Thus we obtain the following consequences – note that this takes care of all
remaining fragments for the unbounded arity case.
Corollary 4.7. a) If t^, u  M  tl,♦,^,_, ,J,K,,>u, MX t_,>u
 H and |MXtl,♦u|  1 thenMDLpMq-SAT andMDLkpMq-SAT are
NP-complete for all k ¥ 0.
b) If t^, u  M  tl,♦,^, ,J,K,u and |M X tl,♦u|  1 then
MDLpMq-SAT P P.
c) If t^u  M  tl,♦,^,_,J,K,,>u and |M X tl,♦u|  1 then
MDLpMq-SAT P P.
d) If ^ R M thenMDLpMq-SAT P P.
PROOF. Part a) without the pq and > operators is exactly [Hem01, Theo-
rem 6.2(2)]. Theorem 4.6 extends the result to the case with the new operators.
Part b) is [Hem01, Theorem 6.4(c,d)] together with Theorem 4.6a for the pq
operator. Part c) is [Hem01, Theorem 6.4(e,f)] together with Theorem 4.6a,b.
Part d) without pq and > is [Hem01, Theorem 6.4(b)]. The proof for the
case with the new operators is only slightly different: Let φ be an arbitrary
MDLpMq formula. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.6b
we can replace all top-level (i. e. not lying inside a modality) occurrences of> in φ with _ to get the equivalent formula φ1. φ1 is of the form lψ1 _ . . ._
lψk _ ♦σ1 _ . . ._ ♦σm _ a1 _ . . ._ as where every ψi and σi is aMDLpMq
formula and every ai is an atomic formula. If k ¡ 0 or any ai is a literal, J or a
dependence atom then φ1 is satisfiable. Otherwise it is satisfiable iff one of the
σi is satisfiable and this can be checked recursively in polynomial time. 
4.1.3 BOUNDED ARITY DEPENDENCE
Finally, we investigate the remaining fragments for the bounded arity case.
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Theorem 4.8. Let k ¥ 0. Then the following hold:
a) If M  tl,♦,^,_, ,J,K,u thenMDLkpMq-SAT P PSPACE.
b) If M  tl,♦,^, ,J,K,u thenMDLkpMq-SAT P ΣP3 .
PROOF. a) Let φ P MDLkpMq. Then by [Sev09, Theorem 6] there is an
ordinary modal logic formula φT which is equivalent to φ on singleton sets of
evaluation, i. e. for all Kripke structures W and states w in W
W, twu |ù φ iff W, w |ù φT .
Here φT is constructed from φ in the following way: Let ppi1,1 , . . . , pi1,k1 ,
pi1,k1 1q, . . . ,ppin,1 , . . . , pin,kn , pin,kn 1q (for k1, . . . , kn ¤ k) be all dependence
atoms occurring inside φ (in an arbitrary order and including multiple occur-
rences of the same atom in φ multiple times) and for all j ¥ 0 let
Bj : tα f pp1, . . . , pjq | f : tJ,Kuj Ñ tJ,Ku is a total Boolean functionu,
where α f pp1, . . . , pjq is a propositional encoding of f , e. g.
α f pp1, . . . , pjq :
ª
pi1,...,ijqP f1pJq
pi11 ^ . . .^ p
ij
j ,
with pi :
"
p if i  J
 p if i  K . Note that for all f : tJ,Ku
j Ñ tJ,Ku and all valua-
tions V : tp1, . . . , pju Ñ tJ,Ku it holds that V |ù α f iff f pVpp1q, . . . , Vppjqq 
J.
Then φT is defined as ª
α1PBk1
. . .
ª
αnPBkn
φ1pα1, . . . , αnq,
where φ1pα1, . . . , αnq is generated from φ by replacing each dependence atom
ppi`,1 , . . . , pi`,k` , pi`,k` 1qwith the propositional formula α`ppi`,1 , . . . , pi`,k` q Ø
pi`,k` 1 . Note that for all ` P t1, . . . , nu we have that |α`| P Op2
k`q and |Bk` | 
22
k` . Therefore
|φT| P
¹
1¤`¤n
22
k`  |φ| Op2k`q  Op

22
k
	n
 |φ|q.
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This means that φT is an exponentially (in the size of φ) large disjunction of
terms of linear size (remember that k is fixed). φT is satisfiable if and only
if at least one of its terms is satisfiable. Hence we can nondeterministically
guess in polynomial time which one of the exponentially many terms should
be satisfied and then check in deterministic polynomial space whether this
one is satisfiable. The latter is possible because φ1pα1, . . . , αnq is an ordinary
modal logic formula and the satisfiability problem for this logic is in PSPACE
[Lad77]. Altogether this leads toMDLkpMq-SAT P DPSPACE  PSPACE.
b) In this case we cannot use the same argument as before without mod-
ifications since that would only lead to a PSPACE upper bound again. The
problem is that in the contruction of φT we introduce the subformulas α` and
these may contain the _ operator. We can, however, salvage the construction
by looking inside Ladner’s PSPACE algorithm [Lad77, Theorem 5.1]. For
convenience we restate (a slightly modified form of) it in Algorithm 4.1. It
holds for all ordinary modal logic formulas φ that φ is satisfiable (by a Kripke
structure from the class K) if and only if satisfiable(tφu,H,H)true.
Algorithm 4.1: satisfiable(T,A,E)
if T  Atomic then //Atomic denotes the set of atomic propositions, their negations
//and the constants J and K
choose ψ P TzAtomic //deterministically (but arbitrarily)
set T1 : Tztψu
if ψ  ψ1 ^ ψ2 then
return satisfiable(T1 Y tψ1,ψ2u, A, E)
elseif ψ  ψ1 _ ψ2 then
nondeterministically existentially guess i P t1, 2u
return satisfiable(T1 Y tψiu, A, E)
elseif ψ  lψ1 then
return satisfiable(T1, AY tψ1u, E)
elseif ψ  ♦ψ1 then
return satisfiable(T1, A, EY tψ1u)
end
else
if T is consistent then
if E  H
nondeterministically universally guess ψ P E
return satisfiable(AY tψu,H,H)
else
return true
end
else
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return false
end
end
The algorithm works in a top-down manner and runs in alternating poly-
nomial time. It universally guesses when encountering a l operator and
existentially guesses when encountering a _ operator – in all other cases
it is deterministic. Now, to check whether φT is satisfiable we first exis-
tentially guess which of the exponentially many terms should be satisfied
and then check whether this term φ1pα1, . . . , αnq is satisfiable by invoking
satisfiable(tφ1pα1, . . . , αnqu,H,H).
To see that this in fact gives us a ΣP3 -algorithm note that φ does not contain
any disjunctions. Hence also φ1pα1, . . . , αnq contains no disjunctions apart
from the ones that occur inside one of the subformulas α1, . . . , αn. Therefore
Algorithm 4.1 does not do any nondeterministic existential branching apart
from when processing an αi. But in the latter case it is impossible to later
nondeterministically universally branch because univeral guessing only oc-
curs when processing a l operator and these cannot occur inside an αi, since
these are purely propositional formulas. Therefore the algorithm, if run on a
formula φ1pα1, . . . , αnq as input, is essentially a ΠP2 algorithm. Together with
the existential guessing of the term in the beginning we get thatMDLkpMq-
SAT P DΠP2  Σ
P
3 . 
Theorem 4.9. If tl,♦,^, ,u  M thenMDL3pMq-SAT is ΣP3 -hard.
PROOF. We use the same construction as in the hardness proof for Theorem 4.5
to reduce the problem 3CNF-QBF3, which was shown to be ΣP3 -complete by
Wrathall [Wra77, Corollary 6], to our problem. 3CNF-QBF3 is the set of all
propositional sentences of the form
Dp1 . . . Dpk@pk 1 . . . @p`Dp` 1 . . . Dpn
m©
i1
pli1 _ li2 _ li3q,
where the lij are literals over p1, . . . , pn, which are valid.
Now let φ be a 3CNF-QBF3 instance, let p1, . . . , pn be its variables and let
k, `, m, plijqi1,...,m
j1,2,3
be as above. Then the correspondingMDL3pl,♦,^, ,q
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formula is
gpφq :
n
i1
li1p♦lni pi ^♦lni piq piq
^
m
i1
♦npli1 ^ li2 ^ li3 ^ fiq piiq
^
m
i1
lnpl1i1, l
1
i2, l
1
i3, fiq piiiq
^ ♦kl`k♦n`ppp1q ^ . . .^ppkq ^ f1 ^ . . .^ fmq pivq
where p1, . . . , pn, f1, . . . , fm are atomic propositions and l1ij :
"
p if lij  p,
p if lij  p.
The proof that g is a correct reduction is essentially the same as for The-
orem 4.5 (also see Figure 4.1 for an example of a typical Kripke structure
satisfying gpφq). The only difference is that there we had arbitrary depen-
dence atoms in part pivq of gpφq whereas here we only have 0-ary dependence
atoms. This difference is due to the fact that there we had to be able to ex-
press arbitrary dependencies because we were reducing from 3CNF-DQBF
whereas here we only have two kinds of dependencies for the existentially
quantified variables: either complete constancy (for the variables that get
quantified before any universal variable does) or complete freedom (for the
variables that get quantified after all universal variables are already quanti-
fied). The former can be expressed by 0-ary dependence atoms and for the
latter we simply omit any dependence atoms.
Note that it might seem as if with the same construction even Σpk -hardness
for arbitrary k could be proved by having more alternations between the two
modalities in part pivq of gpφq. The reason that this does not work is that we
do not really ensure that a structure fulfilling gpφq is not more than a binary
tree, e. g. it can happen that the root node of the tree has three successors: one
in whose subtree all leaves on level n are labeled with p1, one in whose subtree
no leaves are labeled with p1 and one in whose subtree only some leaves are
labeled with p1. Now, the first diamond modality can branch into this third
subtree and then the value of p1 is not yet determined. Hence the modalities
alone are not enough to express alternating dependencies and hence we need
the ppiq atoms in part pivq to ensure constancy. 
Corollary 4.10. a) Let k ¥ 0 and tl,♦,^,_, u  M. Then MDLkpMq-
SAT is PSPACE-complete.
b) Let k ¥ 3 and tl,♦,^, ,u  M  tl,♦,^, ,J,K,,>u. Then
MDLkpMq-SAT is ΣP3 -complete.
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PROOF. The lower bound for a) is due to the PSPACE-completeness of or-
dinary modal logic satisfiability which was shown in [Lad77]. The upper
bound follows from Theorem 4.8a, Lemma 4.1b and the fact that DPSPACE 
PSPACE.
The lower bound for b) is Theorem 4.9. The upper bound follows from
Theorem 4.8b, Lemma 4.1 and DΣP3  Σ
P
3 . 
Note that in Corollary 4.10b we require that k ¥ 3. This is due to the fact
that the reduction in our proof of Theorem 4.9 needs ternary dependence
atoms. With k ¤ 2 this reduction does not work and thus the lower bound
remains open in that case.
4.2 MODEL CHECKING
Now that we have classified the operator fragments ofMDL with respect
to the complexity of satisfiability we turn over to model checking and do
the same. We will investigate – according to Definition 2.20 – for all M 
tl,♦,^,_,>, ,u and all k ¥ 0 the problem
Problem: MDLpMq-MC (MDLkpMq-MC)
Input: AnMDLpMq (resp.MDLkpMq) formula φ, a Kripke struc-
ture K  pS, R,piq and a team T  S.
Question: K, T |ù φ?
The first lemma shows that whether to include J, K or  in a sublogic
MDLpMq ofMDL does not affect the complexity ofMDLpMq-MC .
Lemma 4.11. Let M be an arbitrary set ofMDL operators, i. e. M  tl,♦,^,_,>, ,,K,Ju. Then it holds that
MDLpMq-MC Pm MDLpMztJ,K, uq-MC.
PROOF. It suffices to show ¤Pm. So let K  pS, R,piq be a Kripke structure,
T  S, φ PMDLpMq and Varpφq  tp1, . . . , pnu. Let p11, . . . , p1n, t, f be fresh
propositional variables. Then K, T |ù φ iff K1, T |ù φ1, where K1 : pS, R,pi1q
with pi1 defined by
pi1psq X tt, f u : ttu,
pi1psq X tpi, p1iu :
"
tpiu if pi P pipsq,
tp1iu if pi R pipsq,
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for all i P t1, . . . , nu and s P S, and φ PMDLpMztJ,K, uq defined by
φ1 : φpp11{ p1qpp
1
2{ p2q . . . pp
1
n{ pnqpt{Jqp f {Kq. 
Now we will show that the most general of our problems is in NP and
therefore all model checking problems investigated later are as well.
Proposition 4.12. Let M be an arbitrary set ofMDL operators. ThenMDLpMq-
MC is in NP. And hence alsoMDLkpMq-MC is in NP for every k ¥ 0.
PROOF. The following non-deterministic top-down algorithm clearly checks
the truth of the formula φ on the Kripke structure W in the evaluation set T in
polynomial time.
Algorithm 4.2: check(W  pS, R,piq,φ,T)
case φ
when φ  J
return true
when φ  K
return false
when φ  p
foreach s P T
if not p P pipsq then
return false
return true
when φ   p
foreach s P T
if p P pipsq then
return false
return true
when φ  pp1, . . . , pnq
foreach ps, s1q P T T
if pipsq X tp1, . . . , pn1u  pips1q X tp1, . . . , pn1u then
// i. e. s and s1 agree on the valuations of the propositions p1, . . . , pn1
if (q P pipsq and not q P pips1q) or (not q P pipsq and q P pips1q) then
return false
return true
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when φ  ψ_ θ
guess two sets of states A, B with AY B  T
return (check(W, A,ψ) and check(W, B, θ))
when φ  ψ> θ
return (check(W, T,ψ) or check(W, T, θ))
when φ  ψ^ θ
return (check(W, T,ψ) and check(W, T, θ))
when φ  lψ
T1 : H
foreach s1 P S
foreach s P T
if ps, s1q P R then
T1 : T1 Y ts1u
// T1 is the set of all successors of all states in T, i.e. T1  RpTq
return check(W, T1,ψ)
when φ  ♦ψ
guess set of states T1  S
foreach s P T
if there is no s1 P T1 with ps, s1q P R then
return false
// T1 contains at least one successor of every state in T, i.e. T1 P xTy
return check(W, T1,ψ)
The algorithm runs in polynomial time since it processes each subformula
of φ in polynomial time and exactly once. 
4.2.1 UNBOUNDED ARITY FRAGMENTS
We now focus on the cases with unbounded arity dependence atoms – though
sometimes our results directly carry over to the bounded cases.
We first show that the model checking problem is NP-hard in general and
that this still holds without modalities.
Theorem 4.13. Let t^,_,u  M. ThenMDLpMq-MC is NP-complete. Fur-
thermore,MDLkpMq-MC is NP-complete for every k ¥ 0.
PROOF. Membership in NP follows from Proposition 4.12. For the hardness
proof we reduce from 3SAT toMDL0p^,_,q-MC.
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For this purpose let φ  C1 ^ . . .^ Cm be an arbitrary 3CNF formula with
variables x1, . . . , xn. Let W be the Kripke structure pS, R,piq over the atomic
propositions r1, . . . , rn, p1, . . . , pn defined by
S : ts1, . . . , smu,
R : H,
pipsiq X trj, pju :
$'&'%
trj, pju iff xj occurs in Ci positively,
trju iff xj occurs in Ci negatively,
H iff xj does not occur in Ci.
Let ψ be theMDL0p^,_,q formula
nª
j1
rj ^ppjq
and let T : ts1, . . . , smu be the evaluation set.
We will show that φ P 3SAT iff W, T |ù ψ. Then it follows that 3SAT ¤Pm
MDL0pMq-MC and thereforeMDL0pMq-MC is NP-hard.
Now assume that φ P 3SAT and that θ is a satisfying valuation for φ. From
the valuations θpxjq of all xj we construct subteams T1, . . . , Tn such that for
all j P t1, . . . , nu it holds that W, Tj |ù rj ^ppjq. The Tj are constructed as
follows:
Tj :
# 
si P S | pipsiq X trj, pju  trj, pju
(
iff θpxjq  1, 
si P S | pipsiq X trj, pju  trju
(
iff θpxjq  0,
i. e. Tj is the team consisting of exactly the states corresponding to clauses
satisfied by θpxjq.
Since every clause in φ is satisfied by some valuation θpxjq  1 or θpxjq  0
we have that T1 Y . . .Y Tn  T such that W, T |ù φ.
On the other hand, assume that W, T |ù ψ, therefore we have T  T1 Y T2 Y
. . .Y Tn such that for all j P t1, . . . , nu it holds that Tj |ù rj ^ppjq. Therefore
pipsiq X tpju is constant for all elements si P Tj. From this we can construct a
satisfying valuation θ for φ.
For all j let Ij : ti | si P Tju. For every j P t1, . . . , nu we consider Tj. If for
every element si P Tj it holds that pipsiq X tpju  tpju then we have for all
i P Ij that xj is a literal in Ci. In order to satisfy those Ci we set θpxjq  1. If for
every element si P Tj it holds that pipsiq X tpju  H then we have for every
i P Ij that  xj is a literal in Ci. In order to satisfy those Ci we set θpxjq  0.
Since for every si P T there is a j with si P Tj we have an evaluation θ that
satisfies every clause in φ. Therefore we have θ |ù φ. 
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Instead of not having modalities at all, we can also allow nothing but the ♦
modality, i. e. we disallow propositional connectives and the l modality, and
model checking is NP-complete as well.
Theorem 4.14. Let t♦,u  M. ThenMDLpMq-MC is NP-complete.
PROOF. Membership in NP follows from Proposition 4.12 again.
For hardness we again reduce from 3SAT. Let φ 
m
i1 Ci be an arbitrary
3CNF formula built from the variables x1, . . . , xn. Let W be the Kripke struc-
ture pS, R,piq, over the atomic propositions p1, . . . , pn, q, shown in Figure 4.2
and formally defined by
S : tc1, . . . , cm, s11, . . . , s
1
n, s01, . . . , s
0
nu,
RX tpci, s1j q, pci, s
0
j qu :
$'&'%
tpci, s1j qu iff xj occurs in Ci positively,
tpci, s0j qu iff xj occurs in Ci negatively,
H iff xj does not occur in Ci,
pipciq : H,
pips1j q : tpj, qu,
pips0j q : tpju.
ci
s0jpj s
1
j
pj, q
Figure 4.2: Kripke structure part corresponding to the 3CNF clause Ci  xj.
Let ψ be theMDLp♦,q formula♦pp1, . . . , pn, qq and let T : tc1, . . . , cmu.
Then we will show that φ P 3SAT iff W, T |ù ψ. Hence, 3SAT ¤Pm MDLpMq-
MC andMDLpMq-MC is NP-hard.
First suppose we have a satisfying valuation θ for φ. From θ we will con-
struct a successor team T1 of T, i. e. for all s P T there is an s1 P T1 s.t. ps, s1q P R
with W, T1 |ù pp1, . . . , pn, qq. T1 is defined by:
T1 : tszj | θpxjq  z, j P t1, . . . , nuu
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Since θ satisfies every clause Ci of φ we have that for every Ci there is an xj
with
θpxjq 
#
1, iff xj P Ci
0, iff  xj P Ci.
It follows that for every s P T there is an s1 P T1 such that ps, s1q P R.
By construction of T1 it is not possible to have both s0j and s
1
j in T
1. Hence
for all elements s0j , s
1
j1 P T
1 it follows that j  j1 and therefore pips0j q X
tp1, . . . , pnu  pips1j1q X tp1, . . . , pnu. Thus W, T
1 |ù pp1, . . . , pn, qq.
On the other hand assume W, T |ù ψ. Then there is a successor set T1 of T
s.t. for every s P T there is an s1 P T1 with ps, s1q P R and T1 |ù pp1, . . . , pn, qq.
We construct θ as follows:
θpxjq :
$''&''%
1, iff s1j P T
1
0, iff s0j P T
1
0, iff s0j , s
1
j R T
1.
Note that in the latter case it does not matter if 0 or 1 is chosen.
Since W, T1 |ù pp1, . . . , pn, qq and for every j it holds that W, ts0j , s
1
j u |ù
pp1, . . . , pn, qq we have that for every j at most one of s0j or s
1
j is in T
1. It
follows that θ is well-defined.
Since for every ci P T there is an szj P T
1 s.t. pci, szj q P R with θpxjq  z,
we have by contruction of W that θ satisfies every clause Ci of φ. From this
follows φ P 3SAT. 
If we disallow ♦ but allow l instead we have to also allow _ to get NP-
hardness.
Theorem 4.15. Let tl,_,u  M. ThenMDLpMq-MC is NP-complete. Also,
MDLkpMq-MC is NP-complete for every k ¥ 0.
PROOF. Membership in NP follows from Proposition 4.12 again. To prove
hardness, we reduce 3SAT toMDL0pl,_,q-MC. Before we formally define
the reduction and prove its correctness let us demonstrate its general idea
with a concrete example.
Example 4.16. Let φ be the 3CNF formula
p x1 _ x2 _ x3qloooooooomoooooooon
C1
^ px2 _ x3 _ x4qloooooooomoooooooon
C2
^ px1 _ x2qlooooomooooon
C3
.
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Now we have to construct a corresponding Kripke structure W  pS, R,piq, a
team T  S and aMDLpl,_,q formula ψ such that φ P 3SAT iff W, T |ù ψ.
The structure W is shown in Figure 4.3. It has levels 0 to 4 where the jth
level (for j ¥ 1 corresponding to the variable xj in the formula φ) is the set
of nodes reachable via exactly j transitions from the set of nodes s1, s2 and s3
(corresponding to the clauses of φ).
s1 s2 s3
r11 r
1
2 r
1
2
p1 r13p1
r21p2 r
2
2
p2 r23
r31p3 r
3
2 r
3
3 r
3
3
p3
r41p4r
4
1 r
4
2
p4 r43p4r
4
3
Figure 4.3: Kripke structure corresponding to φ  p x1 _ x2 _ x3q ^ px2 _
 x3 _ x4q ^ px1 _ x2q
The formula ψ is
lpp1qlooomooon
γ1
_llpp2qloooomoooon
γ2
_lllpp3qlooooomooooon
γ3
_llllpp4qlooooooomooooooon
γ4
.
And the team T is ts1, s2, s3u.
Now suppose that W, T |ù ψ. Then, for all j P t1, . . . , 4u let Tj  T with
Tj |ù γj and T1 Y . . .Y T4  T. By comparing the formulas γj with the chains
in the Kripke structure one can easily verify that T1  ts1, s3u, i. e. there can at
most be one of s1 and s3 in T1 since pipr11qX p1  pipr
1
3qX tp1u and s2 cannot be
in T1 since its direct successors r12, r
1
2 do not agree on p1. In this case T1  ts1u
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means that C1 is satisfied by setting θpx1q  0 and the fact that ts2u |ù γ1
corresponds to the fact that there is no way to satisfy C2 via x1, because x1
does not occur in C2. Analogously, T2  ts1, s2u or T2  ts3u, and T3  ts1, s2u
and T4  ts2u.
Now, for example, the valuation θ where x1, x3 and x4 evaluate to true and
x2 to false satisfies φ. From this valuation one can construct sets T1, . . . , T4
with T1Y . . .Y T4  ts1, s2, s3u such that Tj |ù γj for all j  1, . . . , 4 by defining
Tj : tsi | xj satisfies clause Ci under θu for all j. This leads to T1  T2  ts3u,
T3  ts1u and T4  ts2u.
The gray colourings indicate which chains (resp. clauses) are satisfied on
which levels (resp. by which variables). ψ (resp. φ) is satisfied because there is
a gray coloured state in each chain. {
Now, in general, let φ 
m
i1 Ci be an arbitrary 3CNF formula over the
variables x1, . . . , xn. Let W be the Kripke structure pS, R,piq over the atomic
propositions p1, . . . , pn shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.9 and formally defined as
follows:
S :
 
si|i P t1, . . . , mu
(
Y
 
rjk|k P t1, . . . , mu, j P t1, . . . , nu
(
Y
 
rjk|k P t1, . . . , mu, j P t1, . . . , nu
(
R X

jPt1,...,nu
tpsi, r
j
iq, psi, r
j
iqu :"
tpsi, r1i qu iff x1 occurs in Ci (positively or negatively) (Fig. 4.4)
tpsi, r1i q, psi, r
1
i qu iff x1 does not occur in Ci (Fig. 4.5)
R X

kPt1,...,nu
tprji , r
k
i q, pr
j
i , r
k
i q, pr
j
i , r
k
i q, pr
j
i , r
k
i qu :$''''''''&''''''''%
tprji , r
j 1
i qu iff xj and xj 1 both occur in Ci (Fig. 4.6)
tprji , r
j 1
i q, pr
j
i , r
j 1
i qu iff xj occurs in Ci but xj 1 does not
occur in Ci
(Fig. 4.7)
tprji , r
j 1
i q, pr
j
i , r
j 1
i qu iff xj does not occur in Ci but xj 1
does occur in Ci
(Fig. 4.8)
tprji , r
j 1
i q, pr
j
i , r
j 1
i qu iff neither xj nor xj 1 occur in Ci (Fig. 4.9)
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si
r1i
Figure 4.4: x1 occurs in Ci.
si
r1ir
1
i
Figure 4.5: x1 does not occur in Ci.
rj 1i
rji
Figure 4.6: xj and xj 1 occur in Ci.
rji
rj 1i r
j 1
i
Figure 4.7: xj occurs in Ci but xj 1
does not occur in Ci.
pipsiq : H
piprjiq :
#
tpju iff xj occurs in Ci positively or not at all
H iff xj occurs in Ci negatively
piprjiq : H
Let ψ be theMDLpl,_,q formula
nª
j1
ljppjq
and let T : ts1, . . . , smu.
Then, as we will show, φ P 3SAT iff W, T |ù ψ and therefore MDL0pl,
_,q-MC is NP-complete. Intuitively, the direction from left to right holds
because the disjunction splits the team ts1, . . . , smu of all starting points of
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rj 1i
rjir
j
i
Figure 4.8: xj does not occur in Ci but
xj 1 does occur in Ci.
rjir
j
i
rj 1ir
j 1
i
Figure 4.9: xj and xj 1 do not occur
in Ci.
chains of length n into n subsets (one for each variable) in the following way:
si is in the subset that belongs to xj iff xj satisfies the clause Ci under the
variable valuation that satisfies φ. Then the team that belongs to xj collectively
satisfies the disjunct ljppjq of ψ. For the reverse direction the r
j
i states are
needed to ensure that a state si can only satisfy a disjunct ljppjq if there is a
variable xj that occurs in clause Ci (positively or negatively) and satisfies Ci.
More precisely, assume that θ is a satisfying valuation for φ. From θ we
construct subteams T1, . . . , Tn with T1 Y . . .Y Tn  T s.t. for all j it holds that
Tj |ù ljppjq. Tj is defined by
Tj :
#
tsi | tsiu |ù lj pju iff θpxjq  1
tsi | tsiu |ù lj pju iff θpxjq  0
for all j P t1, . . . , nu. Obviously, for all j it holds that Tj |ù ljppjq. Now we
will show that for all i P t1, . . . , mu there is a j P t1, . . . , nu such that si P Tj.
For this purpose let i P t1, . . . , mu and suppose Ci is satisfied by θpxjq  1
for a j P t1, . . . , nu. Then, by definition of W, piprjiq  pj, hence tsiu |ù l
j pj
and therefore si P Tj. If, on the other hand, Ci is satisfied by θpxjq  0 then
we have that piprjiq  H, hence tsiu |ù l
j pj and again it follows that si P Tj.
Altogether we have that for all i there is a j such that si P Tj. It follows that
T1 Y . . .Y Tn  T and therefore W, T |ù ψ.
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On the other hand assume W, T |ù ψ. Therefore we have T  T1 Y . . .Y Tn
with Tj |ù ljppjq for all j P t1, . . . , nu. We define a valuation θ by
θpxjq :
#
1 iff Tj |ù lj pj
0 iff Tj |ù lj pj.
Since every si is contained in a Tj we know that for all i P t1, . . . , mu there is
a j P t1, . . . , nu with tsiu |ù ljppjq. From this it follows that xj occurs in Ci
(positively or negatively) since otherwise, by definition of W, both rji and r
j
i
would be reachable from si.
It also holds that tsiu |ù lj pj or tsiu |ù lj pj. In the former case we have
that piprjiq  pj, hence, by definition of W, xj is a literal in Ci. By construction of
θ it follows that Ci is satisfied. In the latter case it holds that xj is a literal in Ci.
Again, by construction of θ it follows that Ci is satisfied. Hence, φ P 3SAT. 
If we disallow both ♦ and _ the problem becomes tractable since the non-
deterministic steps in the model checking algorithm are no longer needed.
Theorem 4.17. Let M  tl,^,>, ,u. ThenMDLpMq-MC is in P.
PROOF. Algorithm 4.2 is a non-deterministic algorithm that checks the truth
of an arbitraryMDL formula in a given structure in polynomial time. Since
M  tl,^,>, ,u it holds that ♦, _ R M. Therefore the non-deterministic
steps are never used and the algorithm is in fact deterministic in this case. 
Note that this deterministic polynomial time algorithm is a top-down algo-
rithm and therefore works in a fundamentally different way than the usual
deterministic polynomial time bottom-up model checking algorithm for plain
modal logic.
Now we have seen thatMDLpMq-MC is tractable if _ R M and ♦ R M
since these two operators are the only source of non-determinism. On the
other hand, MDLpMq-MC is NP-complete if pq P M and either ♦ P M
(Theorem 4.14) or _, l P M (Theorem 4.15). The remaining question is what
happens if only_ (but notl) is allowed. Unfortunately this case has to remain
open for now.
4.2.2 BOUNDED ARITY FRAGMENTS
We will now show thatMDLkp_, ,q-MC is in P for all k ¥ 0. To prove
this statement we will decompose it into two smaller propositions.
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First we show that even the whole MDLp_, ,q fragment with unre-
stricted pq atoms is in P as long as it is guaranteed that in every input
formula at least a specific number of dependence atoms – depending on the
size of the Kripke structure – occur.
We will need the following lemma stating that a dependence atom is always
satisfied by a team containing at least half of all the worlds.
Lemma 4.18. Let W  pS, R,piq be a Kripke structure, φ : pp1, . . . , pn, qq
(n ¥ 0) an atomic formula and T  S an arbitrary team. Then there is a set T1  T
such that |T1| ¥ |T|2 and T
1 |ù φ.
PROOF. Let T0 : ts P T | q R pipsqu and T1 : ts P T | q P pipsqu. Then
T0 Y T1  T and T0 X T1  H. Therefore there is an i P t1, 2u such that
|Ti| ¥
|T|
2 . Let T
1 : Ti. Since q is either labeled in every state of T1 or in no
one, it holds that W, T1 |ù φ. 
We will now formalize a notion of “many dependence atoms in a formula”.
Definition 4.19. For φ P MDL let σpφq be the number of positive depen-
dence atoms in φ. Let ` : N Ñ R be an arbitrary function and  P t 
,¤,¡,¥,u. Then MDLpMq-MC `pnq (resp. MDLkpMq-MC`pnq) is the
problem MDLpMq-MC (resp. MDLkpMq-MC) restricted to inputs pW 
pS, R,piq, T, φq that satisfy the condition σpφq  `p|S|q. {
If we only allow _ and we are guaranteed that there are many dependence
atoms in each input formula then model checking becomes trivial – even for
the case of unbounded dependence atoms.
Proposition 4.20. Let M  t_, ,u. ThenMDLpMq-MC¡log2pnq is trivial,
i. e. for all Kripke structures W  pS, R,piq and all φ P MDLpMq such that the
number of positive dependence atoms in φ is greater than log2p|S|q it holds for all
T  S that W, T |ù φ.
PROOF. Let W  pS, R,piq, φ P MDLpMq, T  S be an arbitrary instance
with ` ¡ log2p|S|q positive dependence atoms in φ. Then it follows that
φ 
ª`
i1
ppji,1 , . . . , pji,ki qlooooooooomooooooooon
ψi
_
ª
i
li,
where each li is either a (possibly negated) atomic proposition or a negated
dependence atom.
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Claim 1. For all k P t0, . . . , `u there is a set Tk  T such that W, Tk |ù
k
i1 ψi
and |TzTk|   2`k.
The main proposition follows immediately from case k  ` of this claim:
From |TzT`|   2``  1 follows that T  T` and from W, T` |ù
`
i1 ψi follows
that W, T |ù φ.
PROOF OF CLAIM 1 (INDUCTIVE). For k  0 we can choose Tk : H. For the
inductive step let the claim be true for all k1   k. By Lemma 4.18 there is a set
T1k  TzTk1 such that W, T
1
k |ù ψk and |T
1
K| ¥
|TzTk1|
2 . Let Tk : Tk1 Y T
1
k.
Since W, Tk1 |ù
k1
i1 ψi it follows by definition of the semantics of _ that
W, Tk |ù
k
i1 ψi. Furthermore,
|TzTk|  |pTzTk1qzT1k|  |TzTk1|  |T
1
k|
¤ |TzTk1| 
|TzTk1|
2 
|TzTk1|
2
  2
`pk1q
2  2
`k. 

Note that MDLpMq-MC¡log2pnq is only trivial, i. e. all instance structures
satisfy all instance formulas, if we assume that only valid instances, i. e. where
the number of dependence atoms is guaranteed to be large enough, are given
as input. However, if we have to verify this number the problem clearly
remains in P.
Now we consider the case in which we have very few dependence atoms
(which have bounded arity) in each formula. We use the fact that there are
only a few dependence atoms by searching through all possible determining
functions for the dependence atoms. Note that in this case we do not need to
restrict the set of allowedMDL operators as we have done above.
Proposition 4.21. Let k ¥ 0. ThenMDLk-MC¤log2pnq is in P.
PROOF. From the semantics of pq it follows that pp1, . . . , pk, pq is equiva-
lent to
D f f pp1, . . . , pkq Ø p : D f
 
p f pp1, . . . , pkq _ pq ^ p f pp1, . . . , pkq _ pq

(4.1)
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where f pp1, . . . , pkq and D fφ – both introduced by Sevenster [Sev09, Sec-
tion 4.2] – have the following semantics:
W, T |ù D fφ iff there is a Boolean function f W such that
pW, f Wq, T |ù φ
pW, f Wq, T |ù f pp1, . . . , pkq iff for all s P T and for all x1, . . . , xk P t0, 1u
with xi  1 iff pi P pipsq pi  1, . . . , kq:
f Wpx1, . . . , xkq  1
pW, f Wq, T |ù  f pp1, . . . , pkq iff for all s P T and for all x1, . . . , xk P t0, 1u
with xi  1 iff pi P pipsq pi  1, . . . , kq:
f Wpx1, . . . , xkq  0
Now let W  pS, R,piq, T  S and φ P MDLk be a problem instance.
First, we count the number ` of dependence atoms in φ. If ` ¡ log2p|S|q
we reject the input instance. Otherwise we replace every dependence atom
by its translation according to Eq. (4.1) (each time using a new function
symbol). Since the dependence atoms in φ are at most k-ary we have from
the transformation Eq. (4.1) that the introduced function variables f1, . . . , f`
are also at most k-ary. From this it follows that the upper bound for the
number of interpretations of each of them is 22
k
. For each possible tuple
of interpretations f W1 , . . . , f
W
` for the function variables we obtain an ML
formula φ by replacing each existential quantifier D fi by a Boolean formula
encoding of the interpretation f Wi (for example by encoding the truth table of
fi with a formula in disjunctive normal form). For each such tuple we model
check φ. That is possible in polynomial time in |S|   |φ| as shown by Clarke
et al. [CES86]. Since the encoding of an arbitrary k-ary Boolean function has
length at most 2k and k is constant this is a polynomial in |S|   |φ|.
Furthermore, the number of tuples over which we have to iterate is bounded
by 
22
k
	log2p|S|q
 22
klog2p|S|q


2log2p|S|q
	2k
 |S|2
k
P |S|Op1q. 
With Propositions 4.20 and 4.21 we have shown the following theorem.
Theorem 4.22. Let M  t_, ,u, k ¥ 0. ThenMDLkpMq-MC is in P.
PROOF. Given a Kripke structure W  pS, R,piq and aMDLkp_, ,q for-
mula φ the algorithm counts the number m of positive dependence atoms in φ.
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If m ¡ log2p|S|q the input is accepted (because by Proposition 4.20 the formula
is always fulfilled in this case). Otherwise the algorithm from the proof of
Proposition 4.21 is used. 
And there is another case where we can use the exhaustive determining
function search.
Theorem 4.23. Let M  tl,♦, ,u. Then MDLkpMq-MC is in P for every
k ¥ 0.
PROOF. Let φ PMDLkpMq. Then there can be at most one dependence atom
in φ because M only contains unary operators. Therefore we can once again
use the algorithm from the proof of Proposition 4.21. 
In Theorem 4.14 we saw thatMDLp♦,q-MC is NP-complete. The pre-
vious theorem includesMDLkp♦,q-MC P P as a special case. Hence, the
question remains which are the minimal supersets M of t♦,u such that
MDLkpMq-MC is NP-complete.
We will now see that adding either ^ (Theorem 4.24) or _ (Theorem 4.25) is
already enough to get NP-completeness again. But note that in the case of _
we need k ¥ 1 while for k  0 the question remains open.
Theorem 4.24. Let t♦,^,u  M. Then MDLkpMq-MC is NP-complete for
every k ¥ 0.
PROOF. Membership in NP follows from Proposition 4.12. For hardness we
once again reduce 3SAT to our problem.
For this purpose let φ :
m
i1 Ci be an arbitrary 3CNF formula built from
the variables x1, . . . , xn. Let W be the Kripke structure pS, R,piq shown in
Figure 4.10 and formally defined by
S : tci | i P t1, . . . , muu Y tsj,j1 , sj,j1 | j, j1 P t1, . . . , nuu
Y ttj, tj | j P t1, . . . , nuu
R : tpci, s1,jq | xj P Ciu Y tpci, s1,jq | xj P Ciu
Y tpsk,j, sk 1,jq | j P t1, . . . , nu, k P t1, . . . , n 1uu
Y tpsk,j, sk 1,jq | j P t1, . . . , nu, k P t1, . . . , n 1uu
Y tpsk,j, tjq, psk,j, tjq | j P t1, . . . , nu, k P t1, . . . , nuu
Y tpsk,j, tjq, psk,j, tjq | j P t1, . . . , nu, k P t1, . . . , nu, j  ku
pipciq : H
pipsj,j1q : H
pipsj,j1q : H
piptjq : trj, pju
piptjq : trju.
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c1 c2 c3 . . .
s1,1 s1,1 s1,2 s1,2 s1,3 . . .
t1
r1
t1
r1, p1
s2,1
... s2,1 s2,2 s2,2 s2,3 . . .
s3,1 s3,1 s3,2
...
s3,2 s3,3 . . .
Figure 4.10: Kripke structure corresponding to a 3CNF formula containing
the clauses C1  x1 _ x2, C2  x1 _ x2 _ x3 and C3   x1 _ x3
And let ψ be theMDLp♦,^,q formula
♦

n
j1
♦jprj ^ppjqq

 ♦
 
♦pr1 ^pp1qq ^ ♦♦pr2 ^pp2qq ^ . . . ^ ♦nprn ^ppnqq

.
We again show that φ P 3SAT iff W, tc1, . . . , cmu |ù ψ. First assume that
φ P 3SAT and that θ is a satisfying valuation for the variables in φ. Now let
sj :
#
s1,j if xj evaluates to true under θ
s1,j if xj evaluates to false under θ
for all j  1, . . . , n. Then it holds that W, ts1, . . . , snu |ù
n
j1
♦jprj ^ppjqq.
Furthermore, since θ satisfies φ it holds for all i  1, . . . , m that there is a
ji P t1, . . . , nu such that pci, sjiq P R. Hence,
W, tc1, . . . , cmu |ù ♦
 n©
j1
♦jprj ^ppjqq
.
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For the reverse direction assume that W, tc1, . . . , cmu |ù ψ. Now let T  ts1,1,
s1,1, s1,2, . . . , s1,nu such that T |ù
n
j1
♦jprj^ppjqq and for all i  1, . . . , m there
is a s P T with pci, sq P R.
Since T |ù ♦jprj ^ppjqq there is no j P t1, . . . , nu with s1,j P T and also
s1,j P T. Now let θ be the valuation of x1, . . . , xn defined by
θpxjq :
#
1 if s1,j P T
0 else.
Since for each i  1, . . . , m there is a j P t1, . . . , nu such that either pci, s1,jq P
R and s1,j P T or pci, s1,jq P R and s1,j P T it follows that for each clause Ci of φ
there is a j P t1, . . . , nu such that xj satisfies Ci under θ. 
Theorem 4.25. Let t♦,_,u  M. Then MDLkpMq-MC is NP-complete for
every k ¥ 1.
PROOF. As above membership in NP follows from Proposition 4.12 and for
hardness we reduce 3SAT to our problem.
For this purpose let φ :
m
i1 Ci be an arbitrary 3CNF formula built from
the variables p1, . . . , pn. Let W be the Kripke structure pS, R,piq shown in
Figure 4.11 and formally defined by
S : tci,j | i P t1, . . . , mu, j P t1, . . . , nuu
Y txj,j1 | j, j1 P t1, . . . , nu, j1 ¤ ju
R : tpci,j, ci,j 1q | i P t1, . . . , mu, j P t1, . . . , n 1uu
Y tpxj,j1 , xj,j1 1q | j P t1, . . . , nu, j1 P t1, . . . , j 1uu
pipxj,j1q :
"
tq, pju iff j1  j
tqu iff j1   j
pipci,jq :
$&%
tqu iff pj, pj R Ci
tpju iff pj P Ci
H iff  pj P Ci
Let ψ be theMDL formula
n
j1
♦j1pq, pjq
 pq, p1q _♦pq, p2q _♦♦pq, p3q _ . . ._♦n1pq, pnq.
Once again we show that φ P 3SAT iff W, tc1,1, . . . , cm,1, x1,1, x2,1, . . . , xn,1u |ù
ψ. Intuitively, the part of the structure comprised of the states xj,j1 (pictured in
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c1,1q c2,1q c3,1
c1,2 c2,2p2 c3,2q
c1,3
...
q c2,3
...
c3,3
...
q
. . .
. . .
. . .
x2,1qx1,1q, p1 x3,1q
x2,2q, p2 x3,2q
. . .
. . .
. . .x3,3q, p3
Figure 4.11: Kripke structure corresponding to a 3CNF formula containing
the clauses C1   p2, C2  p2 _ p3 and C3   p1
the right part of Figure 4.11) together with the subformulas ♦j1pq, pjq for
j  1, . . . , n ensures that (for the subteam corresponding to the jth disjunct of
ψ) at the jth level (where the levels are counted from 1) pj is labeled wherever
q is labeled. But since in the chains in the ci,j part of the structure it never
happens that pj is labeled if q is labeled it follows that the ith chain cannot
belong to the subteam corresponding to the jth disjunct of ψ if q is labeled at
its jth level, and, by definition of W, the latter is the case iff neither pj nor  pj
occurs in Ci.
More precisely, first assume that φ P 3SAT and that θ is a satisfying valuation
for the variables in φ. Now let Pj : tci,1 | Ci is satisfied by pj under θu for all
j  1, . . . , n. Then it follows that
n
j1
Pj  tc1,1, . . . , cm,1u and that
W, Pj |ù ♦j1p q^ppjqq
for all j  1, . . . , n. Additionally, it holds that W, txj,1u |ù ♦j1pq^ppjqq for
j  1, . . . , n.
Together it follows that W, Pj Y txj,1u |ù ♦j1pq, pjq for all j  1, . . . , n.
This implies
W,
n¤
j1
pPj Y txj,1uq |ù
nª
j1
♦j1pq, pjq
which is equivalent to
W, tc1,1, . . . , cm,1, x1,1, x2,1, . . . , xn,1u |ù ψ.
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For the reverse direction assume that W, T |ù ψ with T : tc1,1, . . . , cm,1,
x1,1, x2,1, . . . , xn,1u. Let T1, . . . , Tn be subsets of T with T1 Y . . .Y Tn  T such
that for all j P t1, . . . , nu it holds that Tj |ù ♦j1pq, pjq. Then it follows
that x1,1 P T1 since the chain starting in x1,1 consists of only one state. From
pipx1,1q  tq, p1u and pipx2,1q  tqu it follows that x2,1 R T1 and hence (again
because of the length of the chain) x2,1 P T2. Inductively, it follows that xj,1 P Tj
for all j  1, . . . , n.
Now, it follows from xj,1 P Tj that for all i P t1, . . . , mu with ci,1 P Tj:
q R pipci,jq (because q, pj P pipxj,j, pj R pipxi,jq). Since Tj |ù ♦j1pq, pjq, it then
holds that Tjztxj,1u |ù ♦j1p q^ppjqq.
Now let θ be the valuation of p1, . . . , pn defined by
θppjq :
#
1 if Tjztxj,1u |ù ♦j1p q^ pjq
0 if Tjztxj,1u |ù ♦j1p q^ pjq
.
Since for each i  1, . . . , m there is a j P t1, . . . , nu such that ci,1 P Tj it
follows that for each clause Ci of φ there is a j P t1, . . . , nu such that pj satisfies
Ci under θ. 
4.2.3 CLASSICAL DISJUNCTION
Finally, we investigate some remaining fragments which allow the classical
disjunction operator. Therefore we first show that classical disjunction can
substitute zero-ary dependence atoms.
Lemma 4.26. Let ,> R M. Then
MDL0pMY tuq-MC ¤Pm MDLpMY t>uq-MC.
PROOF. Follows immediately from Lemma 3.16b and Lemma 4.11. 
The following surprising result shows that both kinds of disjunctions to-
gether are already enough to get NP-completeness.
Theorem 4.27. Let t_,>u  M. ThenMDLkpMq-MC is NP-complete for every
k ¥ 0.
PROOF. As above membership in NP follows from Proposition 4.12 and for
hardness we reduce 3SAT toMDLkp_,>q-MC – using a construction that
bears some similarities with the one used in the proof of Theorem 4.25.
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For this purpose let φ :
m
i1 Ci be an arbitrary 3CNF formula built from
the variables p1, . . . , pn. Let W be the Kripke structure pS, R,piq shown in
Figure 4.12 and formally defined by
S : tci | i P t1, . . . , muu
R : H
pipciq : tpj | pj P Ciu Y tqj |  pj P Ciu.
c1
p1, q2
c2
p2, q3
c3
q1, p4
. . .
Figure 4.12: Kripke structure corresponding to a 3CNF formula containing
the clauses C1  p1 _ p2, C2  p2 _ p3 and C3   p1 _ p4
Let ψ be theMDL formula
nª
j1
ppj > qjq.
Once again we show that φ P 3SAT iff W, tc1, . . . , cmu |ù ψ. First assume
that φ P 3SAT and that θ is a satisfying valuation for φ. Now let
Pj : tci | Ci is satisfied by pj under θu
for all j  1, . . . , n. Then it follows that
n
j1 Pj  tc1, . . . , cmu and that
W, Pj |ù pj > qj
for all j  1, . . . , n. Together it follows that
W, tc1, . . . , cmu |ù
nª
j1
ppj > qjq.
For the reverse direction assume that W, T |ù ψ with T : tc1, . . . , cmu. Let
T1, . . . , Tn be subsets of T with T1 Y . . .Y Tn  T such that for all j P t1, . . . , nu
it holds that Tj |ù pj > qj. Now let θ be the valuation of p1, . . . , pn defined by
θppjq :
#
1 if Tj |ù pj,
0 if Tj |ù qj.
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Since for each i  1, . . . , m there is a j P t1, . . . , nu such that ci P Tj it follows
that for each clause Ci of φ there is a j P t1, . . . , nu such that pj satisfies Ci
under θ. 
Now we show that Theorem 4.23 still holds if we additionally allow classical
disjunction.
Theorem 4.28. Let M  tl,♦,>, ,u. ThenMDLkpMq-MC is in P for every
k ¥ 0.
PROOF. Let φ PMDLpMq. Because of the distributivity of > with all other
MDL operators (cf. Lemma 4.1a) there is a formula ψ equivalent to φ which
is of the form
|φ|6
i1
ψi
with ψi P MDLpMzt>uq for all i P t1, . . . , |φ|u. Note that there are only
linearly many formulas ψi (in contrast to exponentially many in Lemma 4.1a)
because φ does not contain any binary operators aside from >. Further note
that ψ can be easily computed from φ in polynomial time.
Now it is easy to check for a given structure W and team T whether W, T |ù
ψ by simply checking whether W, T |ù ψi (which can be done in polynomial
time by Theorem 4.23) consecutively for all i P t1, . . . , |φ|u. 
4.3 CONCLUSION
Tables 4.1 to 4.4 give a complete overview of our complexity results. Note that
all possible combinations of operators are included in each table.
4.3.1 SATISFIABILITY
In this thesis we completely classified the complexity of the satisfiability
problem of modal dependence logic for all fragments of the language defined
by restricting the modal and propositional operators to a subset of those
considered by Va¨a¨na¨nen and Sevenster. Our results show a dichotomy for
the unbounded arity pq operator; either the complexity jumps to NEXP-
completeness when introducing pq or it does not increase at all – and in the
latter case the pq operator does not increase the expressiveness of the logic.
Intuitively, the NEXP-completeness can be understood as the complexity of
guessing Boolean functions of unbounded arity.
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An interesting question is whether there are natural fragments of modal
dependence logic where adding the dependence operator does not let the
complexity of satisfiability testing jump up to NEXP but still increases the
expressiveness of the logic. This question can be answered by restricting
the arity of the pq operator. In this case dependence becomes too weak to
increase the complexity beyond PSPACE. However, in the case of poor man’s
logic, i. e. only disjunctions are fobidden, the complexity increases to ΣP3 when
introducing dependence but still it is not as worse as in the case of full modal
logic. Intuitively, the complexity drops below NEXP because the Boolean
functions which have to be guessed are now of a bounded arity.
4.3.2 MODEL CHECKING
In this thesis we showed thatMDL-MC is NP-complete (Theorem 4.13). Fur-
thermore we have systematically analyzed the complexity of model checking
for fragments ofMDL defined by restricting the set of modal and proposi-
tional operators. It turned out that there are several fragments which stay
NP-complete, e. g. the fragment obtained by restricting the set of operators to
only l,_ and (Theorem 4.15) or only ♦ and (Theorem 4.14). Intuitively, in
the former case the NP-hardness arises from existentially guessing partitions
of teams while evaluating disjunctions and in the latter from existentially
guessing successor teams while evaluating ♦ operators. Consequently, if we
allow all operators except ♦ and _ the complexity drops to P (Theorem 4.17).
For the fragment only containing _ and pq on the other hand we were
not able to determine whether its model checking problem is tractable. Our
inability to prove either NP-hardness or containment in P led us to restrict the
arity of the dependence atoms. For the aforementioned fragment the complex-
ity drops to P in the case of bounded arity (Theorem 4.22). Furthermore, some
of the cases which are known to be NP-complete for the unbounded case drop
to P in the bounded arity case as well (Theorem 4.28) while others remain
NP-complete but require a new proof technique (Theorems 4.24 and 4.25).
Most noteworthy in this context are probably the results concerning the ♦
operator. With unbounded dependence atoms this operator alone suffices to
get NP-completeness whereas with bounded dependence atoms it needs the
additional expressiveness of either ^ or _ to reach NP-hardness.
Considering the classical disjunction operator >, we showed that the com-
plexity of MDLkpM Y tuq-MC is never higher than the complexity of
MDLkpM Y t>uq-MC, i. e. > is at least as bad as pq with respect to the
complexity of model-checking (in contrast to the complexity of satisfiability;
cf. Table 4.2). And in the case where only _ is allowed we even have a higher
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complexity with > (Theorem 4.27) than with  (Theorem 4.22). The case of
MDLp_,>q-MC is also our probably most surprising result since the non-
determinism of the _ operator turned out to be powerful enough to lead to
NP-completeness although neither conjunction nor dependence atoms (which
also, in a sense, contain a kind of “semi-atomic conjunction”) are allowed.
Interestingly, in none of our reductions to show NP-hardness theMDL
formula depends on anything else but the number of propositional variables
of the input 3CNF formula. The structure of the input formula is always
encoded by the Kripke structure alone. So it might seem that even for a fully
fixed formula the model checking problem could still be hard. This, however,
cannot be the case since, by Proposition 4.21, model checking for a fixed
formula is always in P.
Another open question, apart from the unclassified unbounded arity case,
is related to a case with bounded arity dependence atoms. In Theorem 4.25
we were only able to prove NP-hardness for arity at least one and it is not
known what happens in the case where the arity is zero. Additionally, it might
be interesting to determine the exact complexity for the cases which are in P
since we have not shown any lower bounds in these cases so far.
4.3.3 OPEN PROBLEMS
In a number of precursor papers, e. g. [Lew79] on propositional logic or
[HSS10] on modal logic, not only subsets of the classical operators tl,♦,
^,_, u were considered but also propositional connectives given by arbi-
trary Boolean functions. Contrary to classical propositional or modal logic,
however, the semantics of such generalized formulas in dependence logic is
not clear a priori – for instance, how should exclusive-or be defined in depen-
dence logic? Even for simple implication there seem to be several reasonable
definitions, cf. Section 1.5 and [AV09].
A further possibly interesting restriction of dependence logic might be to
restrict the type of functional dependence beyond simply restricting the arity.
Right now, dependence just means that there is some function whatsoever
that determines the value of a variable from the given values of certain other
variables. Also here it might be interesting to restrict the function to be taken
from a fixed class in Post’s lattice, e. g. to be monotone or self-dual.
Finally, it seems natural to investigate the possibility of enriching classical
temporal logics such as LTL, CTL or CTL with dependence as some of them
are extensions of classical modal logic. The questions here are of the same kind
as forMDL: expressivity, complexity, fragments (cf. [Mei11] for a systematic
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study of several classical temporal logics with respect to the complexity of the
satisfiability and the model checking problem for fragments).
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Operators Complexity Reference
l ♦ ^ _  J K pq >
              NEXP Theorem 4.5
              PSPACE Corollary 4.3a
              PSPACE Corollary 4.3b
              ΣP2 Theorem 4.4
              ΣP2 Theorem 4.4
             coNP [Lad77], [DLN 92]
             coNP Corollary 4.3c
             NP Corollary 4.7a
             NP Corollary 4.7a
             NP Corollary 4.7a
             NP Corollary 4.7a
            P Corollary 4.7b
            P Corollary 4.7b
           P Corollary 4.7c
           P Corollary 4.7c
         P Corollary 4.7d
         trivial Corollary 4.3d
            NP [Coo71]
            NP [Coo71], >  _
         P Corollary 4.3e
         P Corollary 4.3f
  : operator present  : operator absent  : complexity independent of operator
Table 4.1: Classification of complexity for fragments ofMDL-SAT
All results are completeness results except for the P cases which are upper bounds.
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Operators Complexity Reference
l ♦ ^ _  J K pq >
              PSPACE Corollary 4.10a
              PSPACE Corollary 4.3b
              ΣP3 Corollary 4.10b
              ΣP2 Theorem 4.4
              ΣP2 Theorem 4.4
             coNP [Lad77], [DLN 92]
             coNP Corollary 4.3c
             NP Corollary 4.7a
             NP Corollary 4.7a
             NP Corollary 4.7a
             NP Corollary 4.7a
            P Corollary 4.7b
            P Corollary 4.7b
           P Corollary 4.7c
           P Corollary 4.7c
         P Corollary 4.7d
         trivial Corollary 4.3d
            NP [Coo71]
            NP [Coo71], >  _
         P Corollary 4.3e
         P Corollary 4.3f
  : operator present  : operator absent  : complexity independent of operator
Table 4.2: Classification of complexity for fragments ofMDLk-SAT for k ¥ 3
All results are completeness results except for the P cases which are upper bounds.
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Operators Complexity Reference
l ♦ ^ _  pq >
          NP-complete Theorem 4.13
          NP-complete Theorem 4.15
         NP-complete Theorem 4.27
         NP-complete Theorem 4.14
          NP-complete Theorem 4.24,
Lemma 4.26
         in NP Proposition 4.12
       in P Theorem 4.28
       in P Theorem 4.17
       in P [CES86]
  : operator present  : operator absent  : complexity independent of operator
Table 4.3: Classification of complexity for fragments ofMDL-MC
Operators Complexity Reference
l ♦ ^ _  pq >
          NP-complete Theorem 4.13
          NP-complete Theorem 4.15
         NP-complete Theorem 4.27
          NP-complete Theorem 4.24
          NP-complete Theorem 4.24,
Lemma 4.26
          NP-complete Theorem 4.25
       in P Theorem 4.28
       in P Theorem 4.17
       in P Theorem 4.22
       in P [CES86]
  : operator present  : operator absent  : complexity independent of operator
Table 4.4: Classification of complexity for fragments ofMDLk-MC for k ¥ 1

CHAPTER 5
MODAL INTUITIONISTIC
DEPENDENCE LOGIC
5.1 MODEL CHECKING
In this section we study the complexity of model checking for fragments of
MIDL, i. e. we extend the results from Section 4.2.
For this purpose first note that Boolean constants as well as negation do
not influence the complexity of the model checking problem for MIDL,
i. e. Lemma 4.11 holds forMIDL as well as forMDL.
We begin by stating a PSPACE algorithm forMIDL-MC.
Theorem 5.1. MIDL-MC is in PSPACE.
PROOF. We state an AP algorithm to prove the theorem.
Algorithm 5.1: check(K  pS, R,piq,φ,T)
case φ
when φ  J, K, p,  p, pp1, . . . , pnq, ψ_ χ, ψ> χ, ψ^ χ, lψ, ♦ψ
proceed according to Algorithm 4.2 (guessing steps are existential guessing steps)
when φ  ψÑ χ
universally guess a set of states T1  T
if not check(K, ψ, T1) or check(K, χ, T1)
return true
return false
Most of the cases in the algorithm are deterministic. Only the cases φ  ψ_ χ
and φ  ♦ψ include non-deterministic existential branching and the case
φ  ψÑ χ includes non-deterministic universal branching. Altogether, the
algorithm can be implemented on an alternating Turing machine running in
polynomial time or – equivalently (cf. Definition 2.14 and [CKS81]) – on a
deterministic machine using polynomial space. 
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If we forbid _ and ♦ the complexity of the above algorithm drops to coNP.
Corollary 5.2. MIDLpl,^,>, ,Ñ,q-MC is in coNP. In particular, PIDL-
MC is in coNP.
PROOF. In Algorithm 5.1, existential guessing only applies to the cases φ 
ψ_ χ and φ  ♦ψ. 
If neither pq nor > are allowed in the logic the model checking problem
can even be decided in deterministic polynomial time.
Theorem 5.3. MIDLpl,♦,^,_, ,Ñq-MC is in P.
PROOF. Let φ be an arbitrary MIDLpl,♦,^,_, ,Ñq formula. Starting
from the innermost intuitionistic implication Ñ, by applying Lemma 3.19c,
we may eliminate all the connectives Ñ in φ and obtain an equivalentML
formula φ.
The translation from φ to φ can clearly be done in polynomial time and,
by [CES86],ML-MC is in P. Hence,MIDLpl,♦,^,_, ,Ñq-MC is in P as
well. 
In the remaining part of this section we provide hardness proofs for model
checking problems for various sublogics of MIDL. We first consider the
sublogic without ♦ and _.
Theorem 5.4. PIDLp^,>,Ñq-MC is coNP-hard.
PROOF. We give a polynomial-time reduction from
TAUT : tφ P CL | φ is a tautologyu
to PIDL-MC  PIDLp^,>, ,Ñ,q-MC, which implies the desired result
since
PIDLp^,>, ,Ñ,q-MC Pm PIDLp^,>, ,Ñq-MC
Pm PIDLp^,>,Ñq-MC,
by Lemma 3.19 and Lemma 4.11.
For this purpose let φ be an arbitrary propositional formula – w. l. o. g. in
negation normal form – and let Varpφq  tp1, . . . , pnu. Let K  pS, R,piq be the
Kripke structure shown in Figure 5.1 and formally defined by
S : ts1, . . . , sn, s1, . . . , snu,
R : H,
pipsiq : tri, piu,
pipsiq : triu.
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s1
r1
p1
s1
r1
s2
r2
p2
s2
r2
     
sn
rn
pn
sn
rn
Figure 5.1: Kripke structure in the proof of Theorem 5.4
Finally, let ψ P PIDL be defined by
ψ : αn Ñ φÑ,
with
αn :
n©
i1
pri Ñppiqq
and φÑ defined by the following inductive translation:
pÑi : ri Ñ pi,
p piqÑ : ri Ñ pi,
pφ^ ψqÑ : φÑ ^ ψÑ,
pφ_ ψqÑ : φÑ > ψÑ.
Now we will show that φ P TAUT iff K, S |ù ψ.
Suppose φ P TAUT. Let T  S be an arbitrary team such that K, T |ù αn.
Then there is a T1  T such that for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n exactly one of the states si
and si is in T1. Now let σ be the truth assignment defined by
σppiq :
"
J if si P T1,
K if si P T1.
Claim 1. For all subformulas χ of φ it holds that σ satisfies χ iff K, T1 |ù χÑ.
PROOF OF CLAIM 1 (INDUCTIVE). Case χ  pi: First suppose σppiq  J.
Then for all teams T2  T1 with K, T2 |ù ri it holds that T2  tsi, siu. Further-
more, by definition of T1, T1 X tsi, siu  tsiu. Hence, T2  tsiu and K, T2 |ù pi.
Since T2 was chosen arbitrarily this implies K, T1 |ù ri Ñ pi. Conversely
suppose that σppiq  K. Then T1 X tsi, siu  tsiu and therefore T1 |ù ri Ñ pi.
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Case χ   pi: Analogous to χ  pi.
Case χ  τ_ θ: σ satisfies χ
iff σ satisfies τ or σ satisfies θ
iff, by induction hypothesis, K, T1 |ù τÑ or K, T1 |ù θÑ
iff, by the semantics of >, K, T1 |ù τÑ > θÑ.
Case χ  τ^ θ: Analogous to χ  τ_ θ. 
Since φ P TAUT, it holds that σ satisfies φ. By Claim 1 it follows that K, T1 |ù
φÑ and, by the downward closure property (Proposition 3.14), K, T |ù φÑ.
Since T was chosen arbitrarily with K, T |ù αn, this implies K, S |ù ψ.
Conversely suppose that K, S |ù ψ and let σ be an arbitrary truth assignment
for p1, . . . , pn. Let T : tsi | σppiq  Ju Y tsi | σppiq  Ku. Then, obviously,
K, T |ù αn, thus K, T |ù φÑ and, by Claim 1, σ satisfies φ. Since σ was chosen
arbitrarily, φ P TAUT. 
Theorem 5.5. PIDL-MC is coNP-complete. Furthermore,MIDLpMq-MC is
coNP-complete for all t^,>,Ñu  M  tl,^,>, ,Ñ,u.
PROOF. Follows directly from Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.4. 
Next, we analyze the complexity of model checking for fragments of
MIDL containing _ andÑ.
Theorem 5.6. Let t^,_,Ñ,u  M. ThenMIDLpMq-MC is PSPACE-com-
plete.1
PROOF. The upper bound follows from Theorem 5.1. For the lower bound
we give a reduction from 3CNF-QBF, which is well-known to be PSPACE-
complete. Let ψ  @x1Dx2 . . . @xn1Dxn φ be a 3CNF-QBF instance with φ 
C1 ^    ^ Cm and
Cj  αj0 _ αj1 _ αj2 p1 ¤ j ¤ mq
for, w. l. o. g. , distinct αj0, αj1, αj2. We further assume w. l. o. g. that n is even.
Then the correspodingMIDLp^,_,Ñ,q-MC instance is defined as pK 
pS, R,piq, S, θq, where
• S : ts1, . . . , sn, s1, . . . , snu,
• R : H,
• PROP : tr1, . . . , rn, p1, . . . , pn, c1, . . . , cm, c10, . . . , cm0, c11, . . . , cm1, c12,
. . . , cm2u
1Note thatMIDLp^,_, ,Ñ,q is a variation of PIDL where > has been replaced by _.
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• pipsiq  tri, piu Y tcj, cj0 | αj0  xi, 1 ¤ j ¤ mu
Y tcj, cj1 | αj1  xi, 1 ¤ j ¤ mu
Y tcj, cj2 | αj2  xi, 1 ¤ j ¤ mu,
• pipsiq  triu Y tcj, cj0 | αj0   xi, 1 ¤ j ¤ mu
Y tcj, cj1 | αj1   xi, 1 ¤ j ¤ mu
Y tcj, cj2 | αj2   xi, 1 ¤ j ¤ mu,
see Figure 5.2 for an example of the construction of K,
• θ : δ1, where
δ2k1 : pr2k1 Ñpp2k1qqÑ δ2k p1 ¤ k ¤ n{2q,
δ2k : pr2k ^pp2kqq _ δ2k 1 p1 ¤ k   n{2q,
δn : prn ^ppnqq _ φ1,
i. e. θ 
 
r1 Ñ pp1q

Ñ
 
r2 ^pp2q

_
         _ 
rn1 Ñ ppn1q

Ñ
 
rn ^ppnq

_ φ1
		
  
			
,
and
φ1 :
m
j1

cj Ñ
  
pcj0q ^pcj1q ^pcj2q

_
 
pcj0q ^pcj1q ^pcj2q
	

.
s1
r1, p1
c2, c20
s1
r1
c1, c10
s2
r2, p2
c1, c11
s2
r2
c2, c21
s3
r3, p3
c1, c12
s3
r3
s4
r4, p4
c2, c22
s4
r4
Figure 5.2: Kripke structure corresponding to ψ  @x1Dx2@x3Dx4
 
p x1 _ x2 _
x3q ^ px1 _ x2 _ x4q

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We will now show that ψ P 3CNF-QBF iff K, S |ù θ.
The general idea is that the alternating Ñ and _ operators simulate the
3CNF-QBF formula’s @ and D quantifiers, respectively. Therefore we start
with the team of all states and then for every nesting level i ofÑ or_we drop
one of the states si and si. We do this until we arrive at a team that contains
exactly one of the states si and si for each i P t1, . . . , nu. This team corresponds
to a truth assignment σ for x1, . . . , xn in a natural way and it satisfies φ1 iff σ
satisfies φ.
For the universal quantifiers we have that δ2k1 is satisfied in a team T iff δ2k
is satisfied in all maximal subteams T2k1  T which satisfy r2k1Ñpp2k1q,
i. e. all maximal subteams containing only one of the states s2k1 and s2k1.
For the existential quantifiers δ2k is satisfied in T iff T can be split into T2k
and T12k such that K, T2k |ù δ2k 1 and K, T
1
2k |ù r2k ^pp2kq, i. e. δ2k 1 has to be
satisfied in a team with only one of the states s2k and s2k since T12k  ts2k, s2ku
and |T12k| ¤ 1.
More precisely, first suppose that ψ P 3CNF-QBF. Then for every partial
truth assignment σ æ tx1, x3, . . . , xn1u : tx1, x3, . . . , xn1u Ñ tJ,Ku there is a
complete truth assignment σ : tx1, x2, . . . , xnu Ñ tJ,Ku such that σ satisfies φ
and σpx2kq only depends on σpx1q, σpx3q, . . . , σpx2k1q (for all k P t1, . . . , n{2u).
We now have to show that
K, S |ù pr1 Ñpp1qqÑ δ2.
By the downward closure property (Proposition 3.14), it suffices to show that
for the maximal teams T1  S such that K, T1 |ù r1Ñpp1q, namely the teams
T1  Szts1u and T1  Szts1u, it holds that
K, T1 |ù δ2, i. e. K, T1 |ù pr2 ^pp2qq _ δ3.
Choose the value of σpx1q according to T1 by letting
σpx1q :
"
J if T1  Szts1u,
K if T1  Szts1u.
Note that σpx1q is defined as the complement of the canonical truth assignment
corresponding to T1 – which was used in the proof of Theorem 5.4. We are
going to continue to define the truth assignment as the complement of the
canonical one. The reason for this will become clear when we show the
connection between φ and φ1 in the end.
Now we split the team T1 into T2 and T12 according to the value of σpx2q
(which is defined by the above assumption following from ψ P 3CNF-QBF)
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as follows:
T12 :
"
ts2u if σpx2q  J,
ts2u if σpx2q  K,
and T2  T1zT12. Clearly, K, T
1
2 |ù r2 ^ pp2q and it suffices to check that
K, T2 |ù δ3.
We know that to show K, S |ù δ1 it is enough to show that for every T1 (as
constructed above) there is a T2 (as constructed above) such that K, T2 |ù δ3.
By repeating the same arguments and constructions n{2 times, it remains to
show that K, Tn |ù φ1. Now, Tn and σ are interdependently defined by
σpxiq :
"
J if Tn X tsi, siu  tsiu
K if Tn X tsi, siu  tsiu
for i P t1, 3, . . . , n 1u,
Tn X tsi, siu :
"
tsiu if σpxiq  K
tsiu if σpxiq  J
for i P t2, 4, . . . , nu,
(5.1)
and σ satisfies φ, i. e. for all j P t1, . . . , mu it holds that σpαj0q  J, σpαj1q  J
or σpαj2q  J.
Now let j P t1, . . . , mu be arbitrarily chosen, let, for example, αj0   xi0 ,
αj1   xi1 , αj2  xi2 (for some i0, i1, i2 P t1, . . . , nu) and let w. l. o. g. σpαj1q  J,
i. e. σpxi1q  K. Let T
1  Tn be arbitrarily chosen such that K, T1 |ù cj. Then,
by construction of K, it holds that T1  tsi0 , si1 , si2u and, by Eq. (5.1) and
T1  Tn, we further obtain that si1 R T
1. Hence, T1  tsi0 , si2u, i. e. |T
1| ¤ 2, and
therefore
K, T1 |ù
 
pcj0q ^pcj1q ^pcj2q

_
 
pcj0q ^pcj1q ^pcj2q

.
Since j was chosen arbitrarily it follows that K, Tn |ù φ1.
Conversely, suppose K, S |ù θ. By reversing the arguments and construc-
tions from above and again repeating them n{2 times, we arrive at the interde-
pendence from Eq. (5.1) again. The crucial observation is that when evaluating
pr2k1 Ñpp2k1qqÑ δ2k we only need to consider the maximal teams satis-
fying r2k1 Ñpp2k1q and there are exactly two of those, one without s2k1
and the other one without s2k1. And when evaluating pr2k ^pp2kqq _ δ2k 1
we have to consider only the complements of the maximal teams satisfying
r2k ^pp2kq and again there are exactly two, one without s2k and the other
one without s2k.
It remains to show that σ satisfies φ. That is to show that σ satisfies αj0 _
αj1 _ αj2 for an arbitrarily chosen j P t1, . . . , mu. Suppose, for example,
αj0  xi0 , αj1  xi1 and αj2   xi2 .
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Now let T1  Tn be the maximal team such that K, T1 |ù cj. Then, by construc-
tion of K, we have that T1  tsi0 , si1 , si2u. Since K, Tn |ù φ
1 it holds that
K, T1 |ù
 
pcj0q ^pcj1q ^pcj2q

_
 
pcj0q ^pcj1q ^pcj2q

and thus, by construction of K, it follows that |T1| ¤ 2. Say si1 R T
1, then,
by maximality of T1, we obtain that si1 R Tn which, by Eq. (5.1), means that
σpxi1q  J, i. e. σpαj1q  J. Hence, as j was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that σ
satisfies φ. 
Finally, we study the model checking problem for sublogics of MIDL
including ♦ and >.
Theorem 5.7. Let t♦,^,>,Ñu  M. Then MIDLpMq-MC is PSPACE-com-
plete.
PROOF. The upper bound again follows from Theorem 5.1. For the lower
bound we give a polynomial-time reduction from QBF toMIDLp♦,^,>, ,
Ñ,q-MC, which implies the desired result since
MIDLp♦,^,>, ,Ñ,q-MC Pm MIDLp♦,^,>, ,Ñq-MC
Pm MIDLp♦,^,>,Ñq-MC,
by Lemma 3.19 and Lemma 4.11.
Let ψ  @x1Dx2 . . . @xn1Dxn φ with n even and φ quantifier-free. The
corresponding MIDLp♦,^,>, ,Ñ,q-MC instance is defined as pK 
pS, R,piq, T, θqwhere
• S : 
1¤i¤n
Si, R :

1¤i¤n
Ri and for 1 ¤ i ¤ n{2
S2i1 : ts2i1, s2i1u
S2i : ts2i, s2iu Y ttiu Y tti1,    , tipi1qu
R2i1 : tps2i1, s2i1q, ps2i1, s2i1qu
R2i : tpti, ti1q, pti1, ti2q,    , ptipi2q, tipi1qqu
Ytptipi1q, s2iq, ptipi1q, s2iqu
Ytps2i, s2iq, ps2i, s2iqu
• pipsjq : trj, pju,
• pipsjq : trju,
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• piptq : H, for t R tsj, sj | 1 ¤ j ¤ nu,
see Figure 5.3 for the construction of K,
• T : tsi, si | 1 ¤ i ¤ n, i oddu Y tti | 1 ¤ i ¤ n{2u;
• θ  δ1, where
δ2k1 :pr2k1 Ñpp2k1qqÑ δ2k p1 ¤ k ¤ n{2q,
δ2k :♦δ2k 1 p1 ¤ k   n{2q,
δn :♦φÑ,
i. e. θ 
 
r1 Ñpp1q

Ñ♦
      Ñ♦ 
rn1 Ñppn1q

Ñ♦φÑ
		
. . .
		
,
and φÑ is generated from φ by the same inductive translation as in the
proof of Theorem 5.4.
Analogously to the proofs of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.4 we will show
that ψ P QBF iff K, T |ù θ. The idea, analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.6, is
that the alternatingÑ and ♦ operators simulate the QBF formula’s @ and D
quantifiers, respectively. Therefore we start with the team of all states in the
beginning of the chains and then for every nesting level i ofÑwe drop one of
the states s2i 1 and s2i 1 while for every nesting level i of♦we simultaneously
move forward in the chains and thereby choose one of the states s2i and s2i.
We do this until we arrive at a team that contains exactly one of the states si
and si for each i P t1, . . . , nu. This team corresponds to a truth assignment
σ for x1, . . . , xn in the canonical way (as in the proof of Theorem 5.4) and it
satisfies φÑ iff σ satisfies φ.
Now suppose that ψ P QBF. Then by applying the same arguments as in
the proof of Theorem 5.6 (but with the canonical instead of the complementary
mapping between truth assignments and teams) we get a team T1 and values
for σpx1q and σpx2q. Depending on this we choose T2 P xT1y as follows:
T2 :
"
RpT1qzts2u if σpx2q  J,
RpT1qzts2u if σpx2q  K,
Now it suffices to check that K, T2 |ù δ3. And, again analogous to the proof
of Theorem 5.6, by repeating the universal and the existential arguments n{2
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Figure 5.3: Kripke structure in the proof of Theorem 5.7
times, it remains to show that K, Tn |ù φÑ. And, analogous to Eq. (5.1) (except
for not taking the complement), Tn and σ are interdependently defined by
σpxiq :
"
J if Tn X tsi, siu  tsiu
K if Tn X tsi, siu  tsiu
for i P t1, 3, . . . , n 1u,
Tn X tsi, siu :
"
tsiu if σpxiq  J
tsiu if σpxiq  K
for i P t2, 4, . . . , nu.
(5.2)
Now, by Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 5.4 (T1 there is of the same structure
as Tn here and φÑ does not contain any modalities), it holds that K, Tn |ù φÑ
since, by assumption, σ satisfies φ.
Conversely, suppose that K, T |ù θ. As in the proof of Theorem 5.6 we
can reverse the above constructions and arrive at the interdependence from
Eq. (5.2) again. The crucial point is that when evaluating ♦δ2k 1 we only have
to consider minimal successor teams.
Now, as above, by Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 5.4, it holds that σ
satisfies φ since, by assumption and by the construction of Tn, K, Tn |ù φÑ. 
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5.2 CONCLUSION
We have shown that model checking forMIDL in general is PSPACE-com-
plete and that this still holds if we forbid l and pq together with either ♦ or
_. For PIDL (where neither l, ♦ nor _ are allowed) the complexity drops
to coNP. All our results are listed in Table 5.1.
Operators Complexity Reference/
Method
l♦ ^_> Ñ pq
           PSPACE Theorem 5.6
          PSPACE Theorem 5.6,
Lemma 3.19b,
Lemma 3.16b
            PSPACE Theorem 5.7
         coNP Theorem 5.5
        P Theorem 5.3
        P / NP see Table 4.3
  : operator present  : operator absent  : complexity independent of operator
Table 5.1: Classification of complexity for fragments ofMIDL-MC
All results are completeness results except for the P cases which are upper bounds.
Note that some cases are missing in Table 5.1, e. g. the one where only
conjunction is forbidden, the one where only both disjunctions are forbidden
and the one from Theorem 5.7 but with classical disjunction forbidden instead
of dependence atoms. Also, the expressiveness and the satisfiability problem
ofMIDL need to be studied.

CHAPTER 6
TWO-VARIABLE DEPENDENCE
LOGIC
In this chapter we will assume that all first-order vocabularies are purely rela-
tional, i. e. they do not contain function or constant symbols. And w. l. o. g. we
assume that all relation symbols are at most binary.
6.1 COMPARISON OF IF 2 AND D2
In this section we show that
D2   IF 2 ® D3,
using results from Sections 6.2 and 6.3 in advance. We also further discuss the
expressive powers and other logical properties of D2 and IF 2.
Lemma 6.1. For any formula φ P D2 there is a formula φ P IF 2 such that for all
structures A and teams X, where dompXq  tx, yu, it holds that
A |ùX φ iff A |ùX φ.
PROOF. The translation φ ÞÑ φ is defined as follows. For first-order liter-
als the translation is the identity, and negations of dependence atoms are
translated by  x  x. The remaining cases are defined as follows:
pxq ÞÑ Dy{tx, yupx  yq
px, yq ÞÑ Dx{tyupx  yq
φ^ ψ ÞÑ φ^ ψ
φ_ ψ ÞÑ φ_ ψ
Dxφ ÞÑ Dxφ
@xφ ÞÑ @xφ
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The claim of the lemma can now be proved using induction on φ. The only
non-trivial cases are the dependence atoms. We consider the case where φ is
of the form px, yq.
Let us assume that A |ùX φ. Then there is a function F : A Ñ A such that
for all s P X : spyq  Fpspxqq. (6.1)
Define now F1 : X Ñ A as follows:
F1psq : Fpspxqq. (6.2)
F1 is tyu-independent since, if spxq  s1pxq, then
F1psq  FpspxqqFps1pxqq  F1ps1q.
It remains to show that
A |ùXpF1{xq px  yq. (6.3)
Let s P XpF1{xq. Then
s  s1pF1ps1q{xq for some s1 P X. (6.4)
Now
spxq (6.4) F1ps1q (6.2) Fps1pxqq (6.1) s1pyq (6.4) spyq.
Therefore, Eq. (6.3) holds, and hence also
A |ùX Dx{tyupx  yq.
Suppose then that A |ùX φ. Then there must be s, s1 P X such that spxq 
s1pxq and spyq  s1pyq. We claim now that
A |ùX Dx{tyupx  yq. (6.5)
Let F : X Ñ A be an arbitrary tyu-independent function. Then, by tyu-
independence, Fpsq  Fps1q and since additionally spyq  s1pyq, we have
spFpsq{xqpxq  Fpsq  spyq  spFpsq{xqpyq
or
s1pFps1q{xqpxq  Fps1q  s1pyq  s1pFps1q{xqpyq.
This implies that
A |ùXpF{xq px  yq,
since spFpsq{xq, s1pFps1q{xq P XpF{xq.
Since F was arbitrary, we may conclude that Eq. (6.5) holds. 
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Next we show a translation from IF 2 to D3.
Lemma 6.2. For any formula φ P IF 2 there is a formula φ P D3 such that for all
structures A and teams X, where dompXq  tx, yu, it holds that
A |ùX φ iff A |ùX φ.
PROOF. The claim follows by the following translation φ ÞÑ φ: For atomic
and negated atomic formulas the translation is the identity, and for propo-
sitional connectives and first-order quantifiers it is defined in the obvious
inductive way. The only non-trivial cases are the slashed quantifiers:
Dx{tyuψ ÞÑ Dzpx  z^ Dxppz, xq ^ ψqq,
Dx{txuψ ÞÑ Dxppy, xq ^ ψq,
Dx{tx, yuψ ÞÑ Dxppxq ^ ψq.
Again, the claim can be proved using induction on φ. We consider the
case where φ is of the form Dx{tyuψ. Assume A |ùX φ. Then there is a
tyu-independent function F : X Ñ A such that
A |ùXpF{xq ψ. (6.6)
By tyu-independence, spxq  s1pxq implies that Fpsq  Fps1q for all s, s1 P X.
Our goal is to show that
A |ùX Dzpx  z^ Dxppz, xq ^ ψqq. (6.7)
Now, Eq. (6.7) holds if for G : X Ñ A defined by Gpsq  spxq for all s P X it
holds that
A |ùXpG{zq Dxppz, xq ^ ψ
q. (6.8)
Define F1 : XpG{zq Ñ A by F1psq  Fps æ tx, yuq. Now we claim that
A |ùXpG{zqpF1{xq pz, xq ^ ψ
,
implying Eq. (6.8) and hence Eq. (6.7).
First we show that
A |ùXpG{zqpF1{xq pz, xq. (6.9)
At this point it is helpful to note that every s P XpG{zqpF1{xq arises from an
s1 P X by first copying the value of x to z and then replacing the value of x by
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Fps æ tx, yuq, i. e. that spzq  s1pGps1q{zqpzq  Gps1q  s1pxq and spxq  Fps1q.
Now, to show Eq. (6.9), let s1, s2 P XpG{zqpF1{xq with s1pzq  s2pzq and let
s11, s
1
2 P X as above, i. e. s1 (resp. s2) arises from s
1
1 (resp. s
1
2). Then it follows
that s11pxq  s
1
2pxq. Hence, by tyu-independence, Fps
1
1q  Fps
1
2q, implying that
s1pxq  Fps11q  Fps
1
2q  s2pxqwhich proves Eq. (6.9). Let us then show that
A |ùXpG{zqpF1{xq ψ
. (6.10)
Note first that by the definition of the mapping φ ÞÑ φ the variable z cannot
appear free in ψ. By Proposition 3.7, the satisfaction of any D formula θ only
depends on those variables in a team that appear free in θ, therefore Eq. (6.10)
holds iff
A |ùXpG{zqpF1{xqætx,yu ψ
. (6.11)
We have chosen G and F1 in such a way that
XpG{zqpF1{xq æ tx, yu  XpF{xq,
hence Eq. (6.11) now follows from Eq. (6.6) and the induction hypothesis.
We omit the proof of the converse implication which is analogous. 
For sentences, Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 now imply the following.
Theorem 6.3. D2 ® IF 2 ® D3
PROOF. The claim follows by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. First of all, if φ is a sentence
of IF or D, then, by Proposition 3.7, for every model A and team X  H
A |ùX φ iff A |ùtHu φ. (6.12)
It is important to note that, even if φ P D2 is a sentence, it may happen that φ
has free variables since variables in W are regarded as free in subformulas of
φ of the form Dx{Wψ. However, this is not a problem. Let Y be the set of all
assigments of A with the domain tx, yu. Now
A |ùtHu φ iff A |ùY φ
iff A |ùY @x@yφ
iff A |ùY @x@yφ
iff A |ùtHu @x@yφ,
where the first and the last equivalence hold by Eq. (6.12), the second by
the semantics of the universal quantifier and the third by Lemma 6.1. An
analogous argument can be used to show that for every sentence φ P IF 2
there is an equivalent sentence of the logic D3. 
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6.1.1 EXAMPLES OF PROPERTIES DEFINABLE IN D2
We now give some examples of definable classes of structures in D2 (and in
IF 2 by Theorem 6.3).
Proposition 6.4. The following properties can be expressed in D2.
a) For unary relation symbols P and Q, D2 can express |P| ¤ |Q|. This shows
D2 ® FO.
b) If the vocabulary of A contains a constant c, then D2 can express that A is
infinite.
c) |A| ¤ k can be expressed already in D1.
PROOF. Let us first consider part a). Define φ by
φ : @xDyppy, xq ^ p Ppxq _Qpyqqq.
Now, A |ù φ iff there is an injective function F : A Ñ A with FrPAs  QA
iff |PA| ¤ |QA|.
For part b), we use the same idea as above. Define ψ by
ψ : @xDyppy, xq ^ c  yq.
Now, A |ù ψ iff there is an injective function F : A Ñ A with cA R FrAs
iff A is infinite.
Finally, we show how to express the property from part c). Define θ as
@xp
ª
1¤i¤k
χiq,
where χi is pxq. It is now immediate that A |ù θ iff |A| ¤ k. 
It is interesting to note that part a) implies that D2 does not have a zero-one
law, since the property |P| ¤ |Q| has the limit probability 12 .
Proposition 6.5. D2   IF 2. This holds already in the finite.
PROOF. Almost all IF 2 formulas used in Section 6.2 to prove the undecid-
ability of the (finite) satisfiability problem of IF 2 are in fact FO2 formulas.
The only exception is the formula φjoin (which is part of the formula φgrid,
cf. Definition 6.14). Therefore, if φjoin could be expressed in D2 then (finite)
satisfiability would be as undecidable for D2 as it is for IF 2. But this is a con-
tradiction to Theorem 6.25 and, hence, the IF 2 formula φjoin is not definable
in D2. 
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6.2 SATISFIABILITY IS UNDECIDABLE FOR IF 2
In this section we will use tiling problems, introduced by Wang [Wan61], to
show the undecidability of IF 2-SAT as well as IF 2-FINSAT.
Here, a Wang tile is a square in which each edge (top, right, bottom, left) is
assigned a color. We say that a set of tiles can tile theNN plane if a tile can
be placed on each point pi, jq P NN such that the right color of the tile in
pi, jq is the same as the left color of the tile in pi  1, jq and the top color of the
tile in pi, jq is the same as the bottom color of the tile in pi, j  1q. Notice that
turning and flipping tiles is not allowed.
We then define some specific structures needed later.
Definition 6.6. Let m, n PNYt8u. Then the modelGmn : pG, V, Hqwhere
• G  t0, . . . , mu  t0, . . . , nu,
• H  tppi, jq, pi  1, jqq P G G | i   m, j ¤ nu and
• V  tppi, jq, pi, j  1qq P G G | i ¤ m, j   nu
is called the (m n)-grid. Instead of G88 we sometimes just write G and
call it the infinite grid. The set tGmn | m, n PNu of all finite grids is denoted
by FinGrid. {
Definition 6.7. A set of colors C is defined to be an arbitrary finite set. The
set of all (Wang) tiles over C is C4, i. e. a tile is an ordered list of four colors,
interpreted as the colors of the four edges of the tile in the order top, right,
bottom and left. A tile t  pc0, c1, c2, c3qwill usually be written in the form
c0
c3 c1
c2
.
And we will often refer to its single colors as ttop, tright, tbottom and tleft.
Let C be a set of colors, T  C4 a finite set of tiles and A  pA, V, Hq a
first-order structure with binary relations V and H interpreted as vertical and
horizontal successor relations. Then a T-tiling of A is a total function t : A Ñ T
such that for all x, y P A it holds that
a) tpxqtop  tpyqbottom if px, yq P V, i. e. the top color of x matches the
bottom color of y, and
b) tpxqright  tpyqleft if px, yq P H, i. e. the right color of x matches the left
color of y.
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A periodic T-tiling of A (with period m n) is a T-tiling t of A such that there
are m, n ¥ 1 with
tpxqleft  tpyqleft for all x, y P A with px, yq P Hm
and
tpxqbottom  tpyqbottom for all x, y P A with px, yq P Vn,
i. e. there is a rectangle of tiles of size m n which can be concatenated arbi-
trarily often in both directions (if V and H are total relations in A).
Now additionally let c P C be a color. Then a (bordered) pT, cq-tiling of A is a
T-tiling t of A such that for all x P A it holds that
tpxqleft  c if there is no y P A with py, xq P H,
tpxqbottom  c if there is no y P A with py, xq P V,
tpxqright  c if there is no y P A with px, yq P H and
tpxqtop  c if there is no y P A with px, yq P V,
i. e. the borders of A (so far as they exist) are all c-colored. {
Next we define tiling problems for classes of structures.
Definition 6.8. A structure A  pA, V, Hq is called (periodically) T-tilable
(resp. pT, cq-tilable) iff there is a (periodic) T-tiling (resp. bordered pT, cq-tiling)
of A.
For any class C of structures over the vocabulary tV, Hu we define the
problems
TILINGpCq : tT | there is an A P C such that A is T-tilableu,
PERIODICTILINGpCq : tT | there is an A P C such that
A is periodically T-tilableu
and
BORDEREDTILINGpCq : tpT, cq | there is an A P C such that
A is pT, cq-tilableu.
We usually write TILINGpAq instead of TILINGptAuq – and analogous for
the other two problems. {
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Later we will use the following theorems to show the undecidability of
IF 2-SAT and IF 2-FINSAT.
Theorem 6.9 ([Ber66], [Har86]). TILINGpGq is Π01-complete.
Theorem 6.10 ([GK72]). PERIODICTILINGpGq is Σ01-complete.
Theorem 6.11. BORDEREDTILINGpFinGridq is Σ01-complete.
1
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.11. For the upper bound note that all possible solu-
tions are finite and can be recursively enumerated and checked.
For the lower bound we give a reduction from PERIODICTILINGpGq. For
this purpose let C be a set of colors and let T be an arbitrary set of tiles over C.
Then we define a new set of colors C1 : pC Cq Y t,l,`u where , l and
` are new colors not included in C. And we define a new set of tiles
T1 :
$&%
`
 `

,
l
l 

,

 l
l
,

l 
l
,.-
corner tiles
Y
$''''''&''''''%
pc, cq
` l

,
pc, cq
l l

,
l
 pc, cq
`
,
l
 pc, cq
l
,

l l
pc, cq
,
l
pc, cq 
l
 c P C
,//////.//////-
edge tiles
Y
$&%
pttop, cq
ptleft, dq ptright, dq
ptbottom, cq
 t P T, c, d P C
,.- .
inner tiles
We will now prove that there is a periodic T-tiling of the infinite grid iff there
is a bordered pT1,q-tiling of a finite grid. Thus, the construction of T1 from T
is a reduction from PERIODICTILINGpGq to BORDEREDTILINGpFinGridq and
therefore, by Theorem 6.10, BORDEREDTILINGpFinGridq is Σ01-hard.
1In [vEB96] a very similar problem is proven to be Σ01-hard. Their technique, however, is
completely different from ours.
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Now, first let there be a periodic T-tiling of G with period m n which is
composed of repetitions of the rectangle
a
s t
r
e
t v
u
  
h
x s
w
...
... . .
. ...
m
k l
d
o
l n
g
  
q
p k
j
d
b c
a
g
c f
e
  
j
i b
h
,
with a, b, c, . . . P C.
Then the following is a bordered pT1,q-tiling of Gpm 2qpn 2q:

 l
l

l l
pa, aq

l l
pe, eq
  

l l
ph, hq

l 
l
l
 ps, sq
l
pa, aq
ps, sq pt, sq
pr, aq
pe, eq
pt, sq pv, sq
pu, eq
  
ph, hq
px, sq ps, sq
pw, hq
l
ps, sq 
l
...
...
... . .
. ...
...
l
 pk, kq
l
pm, aq
pk, kq pl, kq
pd, aq
po, eq
pl, kq pn, kq
pg, eq
  
pq, hq
pp, kq pk, kq
pj, hq
l
pk, kq 
l
l
 pb, bq
`
pd, aq
pb, bq pc, bq
pa, aq
pg, eq
pc, bq p f , bq
pe, eq
  
pj, hq
pi, bq pb, bq
ph, hq
l
pb, bq 
l
`
 `

pa, aq
` l

pe, eq
l l

  
ph, hq
l l

l
l 

For the reverse direction let there be a bordered pT1,q-tiling of Gmn.
Because the corner and edge tiles of T1 are the only tiles with the color  the
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tiling is of the form

 l
l

l l
p f , f q
  

l 
l
...
... . .
. ...
l
 pb, bq
`
pd, aq
pb, bq pc, bq
pa, aq
  
l
pe, eq 
l
`
 `

pa, aq
` l

  
l
l 

,
with a, b, c P C. Since the bottom left corner tile uses the color ` instead of l
we know that m, n ¥ 3, i. e. there is at least one inner tile in the tiling. And due
to the definition of the first components of the colors of the inner tiles of T1 it
follows that the first components in the inner tiles in the above tiling form a
partial T-tiling ofGwith size pm 2q pn 2q. Now, because of the definition
of the second components in the inner tiles of T1 it follows that a  f , b  e
etc., i. e. the partial T-tiling is the defining rectangle of a periodic T-tiling of G
which therefore exists. 
To prove the undecidability of IF 2-SAT (Theorem 6.19) and IF 2-FINSAT
(Theorem 6.23) we will, for every set of tiles T, define a formula φT such that
A has a T-tiling iff there is an expansion A of A with A |ù φT . Then we
will define another formula φgrid and show that A |ù φgrid iff A contains a
substructure isomorphic to a grid. Therefore φT ^ φgrid is satisfiable if and
only if there is a T-tiling of a grid. For IF 2-SAT we will additionally ensure
that this grid is the infinite grid and for IF 2-FINSAT (Section 6.2.1) we will
extend φT by a formula φc,T ensuring that A has a bordered pT, cq-tiling.
Definition 6.12. Let T  tt0, . . . , tku be a set of tiles and for all i ¤ k let
rightptiq (resp. topptiq) be the set
ttj P tt0, . . . , tku | tiright  t
j
left (resp. t
i
top  t
j
bottomqu,
i. e. the set of tiles matching ti to the right (resp. top).
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Then we define the first-order formulas
ψT : @x@y

Hpx, yq Ñ

i¤k
 
Pipxq Ñ

tj P rightptiq
Pjpyq
	
^
Vpx, yq Ñ

i¤k
 
Pipxq Ñ

tj P topptiq
Pjpyq
	

,
θT : @x

i¤k
 
Pipxq ^

j¤k
ji
 Pjpxq

and
φT : ψT ^ θT
over the vocabulary V, H, P0, . . . , Pk. Here, φÑ ψ is an abbreviation of φd _
ψ. {
Note that our semantics for the implication operator leads to the same
semantics as the usual first-order definition of φÑ ψ being an abbreviation
for  φ_ ψ because in the first-order case φd is nothing else than the negation
normal form of  φ (cf. Definition 2.9). However, our definition uses negation
only directly in front of atomic formulas and is thus compatible with our
definitions of formulas to always be in negation normal form (cf. Sections 2.1
and 3.1).
With the previously defined formulas we can now express the T-tilability
of a given structure.
Lemma 6.13. Let T  tt0, . . . , tku be a set of tiles and A  pA, V, Hq a structure.
Then A is T-tilable iff there is an expansion A  pA, V, H, P0, . . . , Pkq of A such
that A |ù φT .
Notice that φT is an FO2-sentence. Therefore T-tiling is expressible even in
FO2. The difficulty lies in expressing that a structure is (or at least contains) a
grid. This is the part of the construction where FO2 or even D2 formulas are
no longer sufficient and the full expressivity of IF 2 is needed.
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Definition 6.14. A structure A  pA, V, Hq is called grid-like iff it satisfies the
conjunction φgrid of the formulas
φSWroot : Dx

@y
 
 Vpy, xq ^ Hpy, xq
	
,
φfunctional : @x@y
 
Rpx, yq Ñ Dx{tyu y  x

for R P tV, Hu,
φinjective : @x@y
 
Rpx, yq Ñ Dy{txu x  y

for R P tV, Hu,
φdistinct : @x@y 
 
Vpx, yq ^ Hpx, yq

,
φSWedges : @x
 
@y Rpy, xq

Ñ @y
 
pR1px, yq _ R1py, xqq Ñ @x Rpx, yq
	
for pR, R1q P tpV, Hq, pH, Vqu,
φNEedges : @x
 
@y Rpx, yq

Ñ @y
 
pR1px, yq _ R1py, xqq Ñ @x Rpy, xq
	
for pR, R1q P tpV, Hq, pH, Vqu,
φjoin : @x
 
DyVpx, yq ^ DyHpx, yq

Ñ @y
 
Vpx, yq _ Hpx, yq

Ñ Dx{tyu
 
Vpy, xq _ Hpy, xq
		
.
{
The grid-likeness of a structure can alternatively be described in the follow-
ing more intuitive way.
Remark 6.15. A structure A  pA, V, Hq is grid-like iff
a) V and H are (graphs of) injective partial functions, i. e. the in- and out-degree
of every element is at most one (φfunctional and φinjective),
b) there exists a point SW that does not have any predecessors (φSWroot),
c) for every element its V-successor is distinct from its H-successor (φdistinct),
d) for every element x such that x does not have a V- (resp. H-) predecessor, the
H- (resp. V-) successor and -predecessor of x also do not have a V- (resp. H-)
predecessor (φSWedges),
e) for every element x such that x does not have a V- (resp. H-) successor, the
H- (resp. V-) successor and -predecessor of x also do not have a V- (resp. H-)
successor (φNEedges),
f) for every element x that has a V-successor and an H-successor there is an
element y such that px, yq P pV HqX pH Vq or px, yq P pV VqX pH Hq.
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PROOF. The only difficulty is the connection between property f) and formula
φjoin. First note that φjoin is equivalent to the first-order formula
@x
 
DzVpx, zq ^ DzHpx, zq

Ñ
Dx1@y
 
Vpx, yq _ Hpx, yq

Ñ
 
Vpy, x1q _ Hpy, x1q
		
.
Since φfunctional and φdistinct hold as well, this implies
@x
 
DzVpx, zq ^ DzHpx, zq

Ñ Dx1Dy1Dy2

y1  y2 ^Vpx, y1q ^ Hpx, y2q
^
 
Vpy1, x1q _ Hpy1, x1q

^
 
Vpy2, x1q _ Hpy2, x1q
		
.
Due to φinjective neither Vpy1, x1q ^ Vpy2, x1q nor Hpy1, x1q ^ Hpy2, x1q can be
true if y1  y2. Hence, from the above it follows that
@x
 
DzVpx, zq ^ DzHpx, zq

Ñ Dx1Dy1Dy2

y1  y2
^
 
Vpx, y1q ^ Hpx, y2q ^Vpy1, x1q ^ Hpy2, x1q

_
 
Vpx, y1q ^ Hpx, y2q ^ Hpy1, x1q ^Vpy2, x1q
			
.
From this formula the property f) is immediate (with x : x and y : x1). The
reverse direction can be shown similarly but it will not be needed anyway. 
Now we will use Remark 6.15 to show that a grid-like structure, although
it does not need to be a grid itself, must at least contain a component that
is isomorphic to a grid. Here, by component we mean a maximal weakly
connected substructure, i. e. B is a component of A  pA, V, Hq iff B is an
induced substructure of A such that between any two elements from B there is
a path along R : V Y HYV1 Y H1 and B is closed under following edges
from R.
Theorem 6.16. Let A  pA, V, Hq be a grid-like structure. Then A contains a
component that is isomorphic to a grid.
PROOF. Due to φSWroot there exists a point SW P A that has a V- and an
H-successor but no V- or H-predecessor. Now let n be the smallest natural
number such that for all x P A it holds that pSW, xq R Vn 1. If such a number
does not exist let n : 8. Since, by Remark 6.15a, V is an injective partial
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function and SW does not have a V-predecessor the latter case can only occur
if A is infinite. Analogously define m PNYt8u as the smallest number such
that for all x P A it holds that pSW, xq R Hn 1 or as8.
We will show that A has a component that is isomorphic to Gmn. For this
purpose we first prove by induction on 1 ¤ k ¤ n that A has an in-degree
complete substructure isomorphic to Gmn – with p0, 0qmapped to SW. Here,
we call a substructure H of A in-degree complete if every point in H has the same
in-degrees in H as it has in A.
By selection of m the point SW has an Hi-successor ui for each 0 ¤ i ¤ m
(whenever we write i ¤ m we naturally mean that the case i  m is only
included if m   8). Since H is an injective partial function and SW has no H-
predecessor the points ui are all distinct and unique. Due to φSWedges none of
the points ui has a V-predecessor and therefore the V-successors of the points
ui are not in the set tui | i ¤ mu. Therefore A æ tui | i ¤ mu is isomorphic to
Gm1. Due to φSWedges, φSWroot and φinjective the structure A æ tui | i ¤ mu is
in-degree complete.
For the induction step assume that there is an in-degree complete substruc-
tureB of Awhich is isomorphic toGmk for a k   n such that p0, 0q is mapped
to SW. Let h be the isomorphism from Gmk to B. We will now extend h
to h1 such that h1 is an isomorphism from Gmpk 1q to a substructure of A.
Since k  1 ¤ n there exists a point a0 P A such that a0 is the V-successor of
hpp0, kqq. Due to φNEedges and since hpp0, kqq has a V-successor, each of the
points hppi, kqq, i ¤ m, has a V-successor ai. Since V is a partial injective func-
tion and the points hppi, kqq are all distinct, the points ai are also all distinct.
And since the structure B is in-degree complete, none of the points ai nor any
of their pV Y Hq-successors is in B.
Next, we will show that ai 1 is the H-successor of ai for all i   m. For
i ¤ m 2, the point hppi, kqq has an H2- but no V2-successor in B. Hence, for
all i ¤ m 2, if the V2-successor of hppi, kqq exists in A, it cannot be the same
as the H2-successor of hppi, kqq. Also notice that each of the points hppi, kqq,
i ¤ m 2, has a V- and an H-successor inA. Therefore due to Remark 6.15f the
pV  Hq-successor and the pH Vq-successor of the point hppi, kqq, i ¤ m 2,
are the same. Therefore the H-successor of ai is ai 1 for all i ¤ m 2.
In the case m   8 it still needs to be shown that am is the H-successor of
am1. For this purpose note that the point hppm 1, kqq has no H2-successor
in A since hppm, kqq does not have an H-successor (due to φNEedges and the
selection of m). Hence, there cannot be a point a in A such that it is both an
H2- and a V2-successor of hppm 1, kqq. Now due to Remark 6.15f and the
fact that hppm 1, kqq has a V- and an H-successor in A, the pH Vq- and the
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pV  Hq-successor of hppm 1, kqq have to be the same. Therefore am is the
H-successor of am1.
We define h1 : h Y tpi, k   1q ÞÑ ai | i ¤ mu. Each point ai (with the
exception of a0 which has no H-predecessor at all due to φSWedges) has ai1 as
H-predecessor. Hence, due to the in-degree completeness of B, injectivity of
V and H and since each of the points ai has a V-predecessor in B, we conclude
that the structure A æ rangeph1q is an in-degree complete substructure of A.
We also notice that due to injectivity, the points ai have no reflexive loops.
Due to the in-degree completeness of B none of the pV Y Hq-successors of the
points ai, i ¤ m, are in B. Hence it is straightforward to observe that h1 is the
desired isomorphism from Gmpk 1q to an in-degree complete substructure of
A.
We have now proven that A has an in-degree complete substructureB such
that there is an isomorphism h from Gmn to B with hpp0, 0qq  SW. If n   8
then, by definition of n, the point hpp0, nqq has no V-successor. Therefore due
to φNEedges none of the points hppi, nqq, i ¤ m, has a V-successor in A. If on
the other hand n  8 then, again by definition of n and φNEedges, each of the
infinite many points hppi, jqq, i ¤ m, j PN, has a V-successor in B. These facts
together with functionality and injectivity of V and the in-degree completenes
of B implies that in both cases B is closed under V and V1, i. e.
BY tb | there is a P B with pa, bq P V or pb, aq P Vu  A.
Analogously it can be shown that B is also closed under H and H1. Hence,
B is in fact a component of A. 
Now we will use the previous result to define a formula that ensures con-
tainment of the infinite grid.
Corollary 6.17. Let A  pA, V, Hq be a structure that satisfies the conjunction
φinfgrid of φgrid and the formulas
φinfinitepRq : @xDyRpx, yq for R P tV, Hu.
Then A contains a component that is isomorphic to the infinite grid G.
PROOF. By Theorem 6.16 we know that A contains a component B that is
isomorphic to Gmn for some m, n PNYt8u. Now suppose that m   8 and
let h be the isomorphism from Gmn to B. Then hppm, 0qq cannot have an
H-successor in A sinceB is a component in A (and as such is closed under H),
B is isomorphic to Gmn and pm, 0q does not have an H-successor in Gmn.
But this is a contradiction to φinfinitepHq and therefore m  8. For analogous
reasons it follows that n  8 and, hence, B is isomorphic to G. 
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The last tool needed to prove the main theorem is the following lemma
about tilability of components.
Lemma 6.18. Let C be a set of colors, T a set of tiles over C, c P C a color and
B  pB, V, Hq a structure. Then B is T-tilable (resp. pT, cq-tilable) iff there is a
structure A which is T-tilable (resp. pT, cq-tilable) and contains a component that is
isomorphic to B.
PROOF. The direction from left to right is trivial since every structure has
itself as a component. For the reverse direction the T-tilability of B is also
obvious since the matching of neighboring colors is clearly preserved under
taking arbitrary substructures.
For the property of pT, cq-tilability on the other hand it is necessary that B
is in fact isomorphic to a component and not only to any substructure of A: If t
is a pT, cq-tiling of A and B is isomorphic to a component of A then assume
there is a x P B such that, for example, x does not have a H-predecessor in B
but also tpxqleft  c. From this follows that x does not have a H-predecessor in
A sinceB is isomorphic to a component of A, i. e. a maximal weakly connected
substructure. But this is a contradiction to t being a pT, cq-tiling of A. 
The following is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 6.19. IF 2-SAT is Π01-complete.
PROOF. For the upper bound note that FO-SAT P Π01 by Go¨del’s complete-
ness theorem. By Remark 2.19 it follows that ESO-SAT P Π01 and by the
computable translation from D to ESO from [Va¨a¨07, Theorem 6.2] it follows
that D3-SAT P Π01. Finally, the computability of the reductions in Lemma 6.2
and Theorem 6.3 implies that IF 2-SAT P Π01.
The lower bound follows by Theorem 6.9 and the reduction g from
TILINGpGq to IF 2-SAT defined by gpTq : φinfgrid ^ φT . To see that g in-
deed is such a reduction, first let T be a set of tiles such that G is T-tilable.
Then, by Lemma 6.13, it follows that there is an expansion G of G such that
G |ù φT . Clearly, G |ù φinfgrid and therefore G |ù φinfgrid ^ φT .
If, on the other hand, A is a structure such that A |ù φinfgrid ^ φT , then,
by Corollary 6.17, the tV, Hu-reduct A of A contains a component that is
isomorphic to G. Furthermore, by Lemma 6.13, A is T-tilable. Hence, by
Lemma 6.18, G is T-tilable. 
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6.2.1 FINITE SATISFIABILITY IS UNDECIDABLE FOR IF 2
We will now discuss the problem IF 2-FINSAT whose undecidability proof is
similar to the above. The main difference is that we will now use bordered
instead of arbitrary tilings.
Therefore we first need to be able to express the containment of a finite grid.
Corollary 6.20. Let A  pA, V, Hq be a finite grid-like structure. Then A contains
a component that is isomorphic to a grid Gmn for some m, n PN.
PROOF. By Theorem 6.16 there is a component B of A that is isomorphic to a
gridGmn for some m, n PNYt8u. Thus we only have to show that m, n   8.
Now suppose that m  8 and let h be the isomorphism from G8n to B.
Then hpp0, 0qq, hpp1, 0qq, hpp2, 0qq, . . . is an infinite sequence of pairwise-distinct
points since hpp0, 0qq does not have an H-predecessor and H is injective. But
this is a contradiction to the finiteness of A. For analogous reasons it holds
that m   8. 
Next we define some formulas dealing with border colors.
Definition 6.21. Let C be a set of colors, T  tt0, . . . , tku a set of tiles over C
and c P C a color. Furthermore let
Tc,dir : tti | tidir  cu,
for dir P ttop, right, bottom, leftu, i. e. the set of tiles with c-colored dir edge.
Then φc,T is defined as the conjunction of the FO2 formulas
φc,T,bottom : @x
 
@y Vpy, xq

Ñ

tiPTc,bottom
Pipxq
	
,
φc,T,left : @x
 
@y Hpy, xq

Ñ

tiPTc,left
Pipxq
	
,
φc,T,top : @x
 
@y Vpx, yq

Ñ

tiPTc,top
Pipxq
	
and
φc,T,right : @x
 
@y Hpx, yq

Ñ

tiPTc,right
Pipxq
	
.
{
The following obvious extension of Lemma 6.13 now shows how to express
pT, cq-tilability.
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Lemma 6.22. Let C be a set of colors, T  tt0, . . . , tku a set of tiles over C, c P C
and A  pA, V, Hq a structure. Then A is pT, cq-tilable iff there is an expansion
A  pA, V, H, P0, . . . , Pkq of A such that A |ù φT ^ φc,T .
Finally, the following theorem is the finite analogon of Theorem 6.19.
Theorem 6.23. IF 2-FINSAT is Σ01-complete.
PROOF. For the upper bound note that since all finite structures can be re-
cursively enumerated and the model checking problem of IF 2 over finite
models is clearly decidable we have IF 2-FINSAT P Σ01.
The lower bound now follows by Theorem 6.11 and the reduction g from
BORDEREDTILINGpFinGridq to our problem defined by
gppT, cqq : φgrid ^ φT ^ φc,T .
To see that g indeed is such a reduction, first let C be a set of colors, T a set
of tiles over C, c P C a color and m, n PN such that there is a bordered pT, cq-
tiling of Gmn. Then, by Lemma 6.22, it follows that there is an expansion
Gmn of Gmn such that G

mn |ù φT ^ φc,T . Clearly, G

mn |ù φgrid and
therefore Gmn |ù φgrid ^ φT ^ φc,T .
If, on the other hand, A is a finite structure such thatA |ù φgrid^φT ^φc,T
then, by Corollary 6.20, the tV, Hu-reduct A of A contains a component that
is isomorphic to Gmn for some m, n PN. Furthermore, by Lemma 6.22, A is
pT, cq-tilable. Hence, by Lemma 6.18, Gmn is pT, cq-tilable. 
6.3 SATISFIABILITY IS NEXPTIME-COMPLETE FOR
D2
In this section we show that D2-SAT and D2-FINSAT are NEXP-complete. Our
proof uses the fact that FOC2-SAT and FOC2-FINSAT are NEXP-complete
[PH05].
Theorem 6.24. Let τ be a relational vocabulary. For every formula φ P D2rτs there
is a sentence φ P ESOrτY tRus (with aritypRq  |Frpφq|),
φ : DR1 . . . DRkψ,
where Ri is of arity at most 2 and ψ P FOC2, such that for all A and teams X with
dompXq  Frpφq it holds that
A |ùX φ iff pA, relpXqq |ù φ, (6.13)
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where pA, relpXqq is the expansion A1 of A into vocabulary τ Y tRu defined by
RA
1 : relpXq.
PROOF. Using induction on φ we will first translate φ into a sentence rφ P
ESOrτY tRus satisfying Eq. (6.13). Then we note that rφ can be translated into
an equivalent sentence φ that also satisfies the syntactic requirement of the
theorem. The proof is a modification of the proof from [Va¨a¨07, Theorem 6.2].
Below we write φpx, yq to indicate that Frpφq  tx, yu. Also, the quantified
relations S and T below are assumed not to appear in rψ and rθ.
a) Let φpx, yq P tx  y, x  y, Ppx, yq, Ppx, yqu. Then rφ is defined as
@x@ypRpx, yq Ñ φpx, yqq.
b) Let φpx, yq be of the form px, yq. Then rφ is defined as
@xD¤1yRpx, yq.
c) Let φpx, yq be of the form  px, yq. Then rφ is defined as
@x@y Rpx, yq.
d) Let φpx, yq be of the form ψpx, yq _ θpyq. Then rφ is defined as
DSDTprψpS{Rq ^ rθpT{Rq ^ @x@ypRpx, yq Ñ pSpx, yq _ Tpyqqqq.
e) Let φpxq be of the form ψpxq _ θ. Then rφ is defined as
DSDTprψpS{Rq ^ rθpT{Rq ^ @xpRpxq Ñ pSpxq _ Tqqq.
f) Let φpx, yq be of the form ψpxq ^ θpyq. Then rφ is defined as
DSDTprψpS{Rq ^ rθpT{Rq ^ @x@ypRpx, yq Ñ pSpxq ^ Tpyqqqq.
g) Let φpxq be of the form Dyψpx, yq. Then rφ is defined as
DSprψpS{Rq ^ @xDypRpxq Ñ Spx, yqqq.
h) Let φpxq be of the form @yψpx, yq. Then rφ is defined as
DSprψpS{Rq ^ @x@ypRpxq Ñ Spx, yqqq.
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Note that we have not displayed all the possible cases, e. g. φ of the form
pxq or Ppxq, for which rφ is defined analogously to the above. Note also that,
for convenience, we allow 0-ary relations in the translation. The possible
interpretations of a 0-ary relation R areH and tHu. For a 0-ary R we define
A |ù R if and only if RA  tHu. Clause e) exemplifies the use of 0-ary relations
in the translation. It is easy to see that rφ in e) is equivalent to
DSprθpJ{Rq _ prψpS{Rq ^ @xpRpxq Ñ Spxqqqq.
Generally, the use of 0-ary relations in the translation can be easily eliminated
with no essential change.
A straightforward induction on φ shows that rφ can be transformed into φ
of the form
DR1 . . . DRkp@x@yψ^
©
i
@xDyθi ^
©
j
@xD¤1yRmjpx, yqq,
where ψ and θi are quantifier-free. 
Note that if φ P D2 is a sentence then the relation symbol R is 0-ary and
relpXq (and RA) is eitherH or tHu. Hence, Theorem 6.24 implies that for an
arbitrary sentence φ P D2rτs there is a sentence φ1 : φpJ{Rq P ESOrτs such
that for all A it holds that
A |ù φ iff A |ùtHu φ
iff pA, tHuq |ù φ
iff A |ù φ1.
(6.14)
Note that if φ P D2 does not contain any dependence atoms, i. e. φ P FO2,
then the sentence φ is of the form
DR1 . . . DRkp@x@yψ^
©
i
@xDyθiq
and the first-order part of this is in Scott normal form (cf. [Sco62]). So, in
Theorem 6.24 we essentially translate formulas of D2 into Scott normal form.
Theorem 6.24 now implies the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 6.25. D2-SAT and D2-FINSAT are NEXP-complete.
PROOF. Let φ P D2rτs be a sentence. Then, by Eq. (6.14), φ is (finitely) satisfi-
able if and only if φ1 is. Now φ1 is of the form
DR1 . . . DRkψ,
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Logic Complexity of SAT / FINSAT Reference
FO, FO3 Π01 / Σ01 [Chu36, Tur36]ESO, D, IF Π01 / Σ01 Remark 2.19, [Chu36, Tur36]
FO2 NEXP [GKV97]
FOC2 NEXP [PH05]
D2 NEXP Theorem 6.25
IF 2 Π01 / Σ01 Theorems 6.19 and 6.23
Table 6.1: Complexity for extensions / restrictions of first-order logic.
The results are completeness results for the full relational vocabulary.
where ψ P FOC2. Clearly, φ1 is (finitely) satisfiable iff ψ is (finitely) satisfiable
as a FOC2rτ Y tR1, . . . , Rkus sentence. Now since the mapping φ ÞÑ φ1 is
computable in polynomial time and (finite) satisfiability of ψ can be checked
in NEXP [PH05], we get that D2-SAT,D2-FINSAT P NEXP.
On the other hand, since FO2 is a sublogic of D2 and FO2-SAT, FO2-
FINSAT are NEXP-hard [GKV97], it follows that D2-SAT and D2-FINSAT are
NEXP-hard as well. 
6.4 CONCLUSION
We have studied the complexity of the two-variable fragments of dependence
logic and independence-friendly logic. We have shown that both the satisfi-
ablity and finite satisfiability problems for D2 are decidable and, in fact, even
NEXP-complete. Also we have proved that both problems are undecidable for
IF 2; the satisfiability and finite satisfiabity problems for IF 2 areΠ01-complete
and Σ01-complete, respectively. Table 6.1 gives an overview of our complexity
results as well as previously-known results.
While the full logics D and IF are expressively equivalent over sentences,
we have shown that the finite variable variants D2 and IF 2 are not, the latter
being more expressive (Theorem 6.3 and Proposition 6.5). This was obtained as
a by-product of the deeper result concerning the decidability barrier between
these two logics.
An interesting open question concerns the complexity of the validity (or
tautology) problem for D2 and IF 2, i. e. the problem in which a formula over
a vocabulary τ is given and the problem is to decide whether all τ-structures
satisfy the formula. For plain first-order logic the complexity of the validity
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problem is the dual of the complexity of the satisfiability problem because for
all φ P FO it holds that
φ P FO-SAT iff  φ R FO-TAUT.
This, however, does not hold for D or IF since for these logics the law of
excluded middle does not hold (cf. Proposition 3.4). Hence, it is not even clear
whether D2-TAUT is decidable.
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